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Boston Bravo
Congratulations on a long-overdue
series of profiles of some of the
many UMass Amherst alumni who
make Boston tick (Spring 2011).
The Commonwealth is fortunate
to have such a strong, public landgrant university, which has produced
countless outstanding citizens and
workers in the greater Boston area. The
Pioneer Valley is a terrific place, but
don’t overlook Boston’s impact on the
university’s future.
John Feudo ’99H
Littleton, Mass.

Some Family
I was thrilled to see the magazine
acknowledge Rogue Island in the last
issue, not only because it’s such a good
book, but because it’s written by my dad,
Bruce DeSilva ’68. I was with my dad at

the Mystery Writers of America awards
when he won the prestigious Edgar
Award in the best first novel category.
As well, Publishers Weekly named Rogue
Island as one of the 10 best debut novels
of 2010.
My family is filled with proud
UMass alumni who have received
bachelor’s degrees in apparel marketing,
communications, history, management,
sociology, STPEC, and (through
UWW) landscape design with a focus
on healing gardens. My great uncle
Howard studied advances in dairy
farming through Stockbridge in the
1930s, and Great Aunt Ruthy traveled to
UMass many decades ago for classes in
cosmetology. UMass Amherst has been
an important part of our lives and has
been instrumental in our professional
success. Thank you, UMass!
Melanie DeSilva ’94, ’00G
Marketing and Recruitment Manager
University Without Walls (UWW)
UMass Amherst
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Special Collections.
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Around the Pond
Goodbye Grass,
Hello Garden

P

RODUCE CAN’T GET fresher than this—not when
it comes from a permaculture garden right next to a
UMass dining hall. Ryan Harb ’08, ’10G, chief sustainability
specialist for Auxiliary Services, oversees the venture, now in
its first growing season. He explains that it’s one of the first in
the nation to supply food to a campus community and was
inspired by faculty and student visits to his own such garden.
Last year, enthusiastic student volunteers, reliant only on
muscle power, began transforming most of the lawn area in
front of Franklin Dining Commons, layering 250,000 pounds
of compost, wood chips, and cardboard, all supplied from
campus. During the winter, work continued on the design
phase, overseen by the 15-student-member Permaculture
Committee.
The garden now comprises a leaf-shaped center filled
with such annuals as cherry tomatoes, Swiss chard, potatoes,
carrots, and squash. A culinary section boasts basil, cilantro,
parsley, and chives. High- and low-bush blueberries and
lesser-known honeyberry, seaberry, and Juneberry bushes
constitute the berry section. The three-year-old fruit trees
include varieties of Asian pear, persimmon, peach, and quince.
Salt-tolerant beach plums border the road.
Students from a variety of backgrounds, including
Sustainable Food and Farming, are learning principles of
permaculture: no tilling, sheet mulch, gentle aeration from
the surface, and enrichment of the soil with compost and
minerals. Harb says volunteers will be testing the nutrient
density of crops and giving the
dining commons a day’s notice
before harvesting a crop.
“This is a good, hands-on
sustainability project on campus
and we make it easily accessible
to volunteers and visitors,” says
Harb, himself the first graduate of
the university’s master’s program
in green building.
— Helen Wise

Student volunteers range from neophytes
to experienced gardeners.
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A late spring gave students time for
careful planning before planting the new
permaculture garden next to Franklin Dining
Commons. At left, Meghan Little ’12.
To see the permaculture garden’s progress,
visit: www.umasspermaculture.wordpress.com.
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Around the Pond

Football Goes Big Time

M

INUTEMAN FOOTBALL is moving up to the Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) and will become a football
member of the Mid-American Conference (MAC). Starting
with the 2012 season, UMass Amherst will play a full FBS
and MAC schedule and home games will be played at
Gillette Stadium in Foxboro. The 14 universities in the MAC

include Temple, Ball State, Bowling Green, Central Michigan,
and Ohio University. Beginning with the 2013 season, the
Minutemen will be eligible for bowl games.
The announcement of the conference upgrade came in
April after decades of speculation and nearly a year of formal
discussions. “We seek greatness in all we do at UMass,” said
Chancellor Robert C. Holub. “Moving
to the FBS is consistent with our
upward trajectory, as Minuteman
football becomes part of our
overall move toward national
prominence.”
The 2011 season opener
will be on September 1
in Worcester, when the
Minutemen play Holy Cross for
the 50th time. The game will
be nationally televised on the
CBS Sports Network.
For Minuteman football
news, including ticket
information, go to:
www.umassathletics.com.

Healthful Foods Get a Head Start in the Lab
OOD SCIENCE IS ON A ROLL:
undergraduate enrollment is
surging, the department has snagged a
top ranking for its doctoral program,
and the Clydesdale Center for Foods for
Health and Wellness recently opened.
The $3.6 million, 7,800-square-foot
facility is on the second floor of
Chenoweth Lab.
Eric Decker ’88PhD, department
head, says that people are starting
to focus on the science of food,
recognizing, among other things, the
need to reduce salt and calories and
increase fish oil and fiber in their diets.
“Food companies are our partners
in developing ways to make the food
supply healthier and safer,” he says.
“Today industry is funding projects
to decrease trans- and saturated
fat content, developing natural
approaches to food preservation, and
finding naturally occurring bioactive
compounds in foods that can improve
health, for example.” He notes that
all these endeavors require the
multidisciplinary approach offered at
UMass Amherst.
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Darla Gilliard (left), research student, and Anja Oechsle, German exchange student,
at work in the new Clydesdale food science center.

Named for Distinguished University
Professor Fergus Clydesdale ’66G,
retired department head and former
food science researcher still active
as a national and international food
policy adviser, the center includes
six laboratories, named for industry
partners ConAgra, Kraft, and Pepsico,
and for alumni donors Karakian

Bedrosian ’54, Charles ’54, ’08H
and Mildred Feldberg ’55, and Carol
and Gilbert Leveille ’56. A four-year
departmental fundraising campaign
yielded $1.8 million, equally matched
by the campus, which also provided $2
million for third-floor lab renovations.
—HW

Really Big Botany

T

ethnobotanist at work. In exquisite
detail, Rumphius records over 2,000
examples of tropical flora, their
habitats, and economic and medicinal
uses, accompanied by more than 800
illustrations. Plant names routinely
appear in Malay, Latin, Dutch, and
Ambonese (and sometimes other
languages). Remarkably, Rumphius
overcame fire, shipwreck, and eventual
blindness to complete his masterwork,
which influenced the Swedish botanist
Linnaeus.
Beekman himself led a colorful life,
spending time as a child in Indonesia,
where he developed a love of tropical
nature. Immigrating to the U.S. in 1957,
he worked in various blue-collar jobs
before receiving a PhD from Harvard in
1968 and joining the UMass faculty. In
his 35-year academic career Beekman
received numerous fellowships and
honors, and in 1998 was knighted by
Dutch Queen Beatrix.
—HW

Rumphius wrote of the Susanna flower:
“four or five entirely white flowers
appear at the top of the stem, a blend of
singular and rare shapes....The smell is
sweet, like that of a Lily, but faint.”

JOHN SOLEM

WO MONUMENTAL labors
of love—more than 300 years
apart—have combined in this summer’s
publication by Yale University Press
of the first of seven volumes of The
Ambonese Herbal of Rumphius, one of
the seminal natural historical works of
the 17th century.
With support from the National
Tropical Botanical Garden, the late E. M.
“Monty” Beekman, professor emeritus
of German and Scandinavian Studies,
began translating in 2000 the life work
of Georgius Everhardus Rumphius, a
soldier and tropical naturalist who lived
on Ambon Island in eastern Indonesia
from 1653 until his death in 1702.
When Beekman died in 2008, he had
completed the 7,000-page translation
from Dutch and Latin to English, edited
and annotated the text, and written an
introduction.
Of far more than antiquarian
interest, The Ambonese Herbal
shows what we would today call an

Sushi, anyone?

B

ENTO BOX, next to the hair salon in the Campus Center
concourse, was an immediate hit with hungry students,
faculty, and staff when it opened in the spring semester.
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Around the Pond

Don’t Smoke Here

“

Students shared a smoke
on campus in 1980.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS SHALL
PROHIBIT TOBACCO USE STARTING
JULY 1, 2013,” says the policy passed
by the campus health council,
administrators, and faculty last spring.
In two years, smoking will be prohibited
everywhere on campus, from parking
lots, to recreational facilities, to walking
paths. The ban applies to everyone—
students, staff, faculty, contractors, and
visitors.
More than 400 campuses
in the nation are already
smoke-free, including
UMass Worcester and
the universities of
Michigan, Florida, and
Oregon. Smoking has
been prohibited in all
campus buildings since the
mid-1980s.

Strike Up the Band

T

IMOTHY T. ANDERSON will
succeed George N. Parks as
director of the Minuteman Marching
Band. Anderson comes from California
State University, Fresno, where he led
the 300-member marching band for
five years.

Writ & Wisdom

T

The collection is unusual for its thematic organization.
Rudman is having the books shelved according to the issues
they cover—for example, adoption and foster care, bullying,
divorce, and diversity. This arrangement echoes the themes
of her academic treatise that got teachers thinking beyond
plot, character, and dialog to asking children what works of
literature imply.
Rudman says that it was once feared that “if we let children
think, they’ll never read the books.” That practice, she
counters, “encourages them to conform rather than to think.”
The library will hold a September 17 event, including a multimedia tour of the collection, to celebrate her gift.
—HW

SHAOWEI WANG

HE EDITOR OF THE TOP JOURNAL in the field once
warned that she would “singlehandedly be the death
of children’s literature.” That was when Masha Kabakow
Rudman ’70EdD, now professor emerita of education,
was bringing out her groundbreaking first book, Children’s
Literature: An Issues Approach, in 1976.
Time has proved her nothing of the sort, of course, and
now in retirement Rudman is busy working on a fourth
edition of that book. She is also coding and cataloging her
remarkable research collection of more than 8,000 volumes—
mainly children’s literature, with a smaller number of
professional reference books—that she’s donating to the
W. E. B. Du Bois Library.
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Don’t Smoke Here

“

Students shared a smoke
on campus in 1980.

Writ & Wisdom

H

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS SHALL
PROHIBIT TOBACCO USE
STARTING JULY 1, 2013,” says the
policy passed by the campus health
council, administrators, and faculty
last spring. In two years, smoking will
be prohibited everywhere on campus,
from parking lots, to recreational
facilities, to walking paths. The ban
applies to everyone—students, staff,
faculty, contractors, and
visitors.
More than 400
campuses in the
nation are already
smoke-free, including
UMass Worcester
and the universities
of Michigan, Florida,
and Oregon. Smoking
has been prohibited in all
campus buildings since the mid1980s.

ER PUBLISHER ONCE warned that she would
“singlehandedly be the death of children’s literature.”
That was when Masha Kabakow Rudman ’70EdD, now
professor emerita of education, was bringing out her
groundbreaking first book, Children’s Literature: An Issues
Approach, in 1976.
Time has proved her nothing of the sort, of course, and
now in retirement Rudman is busy working on a fourth
edition of that book. She is also coding and cataloging her
remarkable research collection of more than 8,000 volumes—
mainly children’s literature, with a smaller number of
professional reference books—that she’s donating to the

Strike Up the Band

T

IMOTHY T. ANDERSON will
succeed George N. Parks as
director of the Minuteman Marching
Band. Anderson comes from California
State University, Fresno, where he led
the 300-member marching band for
five years.

W. E. B. Du Bois Library.
The collection is unusual for its thematic organization.
Rudman is having the books shelved according to the issues
they cover—for example, adoption and foster care, bullying,
divorce, and diversity. This arrangement echoes the themes
of her academic treatise that got teachers thinking beyond
plot, character, and dialog to asking children what works of
literature imply.
Rudman says that it was once feared that “if we let children
think, they’ll never read the books.” That practice, she
counters, “encourages them to conform rather than to think.”
The library will hold a September 17 event, including a multimedia tour of the collection, to celebrate her gift.

SHAOWEI WANG

—HW
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Who’s That Boy?
ETIRED PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR Alexander
“Sandy” Pollatsek could easily have been featured in
Science for his research, but instead the prestigious journal
recently ran a 1948 photo of Pollatsek as a schoolboy to
illustrate a cover story on science education.
A classmate from New York City’s Hunter College
Elementary School recognized Pollatsek on the cover of
Science and tracked him down at UMass Amherst, where he
taught from 1969 to 2004 and is still very active in cognitive
psychology at age 70. Pollatsek’s primary research has been
measuring eye movements to gain insight into the reading
process. He has also been involved in funded research on the
understanding and misunderstanding of statistics, and has
studied driving behavior and driving safety (see “Keep on
Moving On,” p. 14).
Science’s engaging cover photo was first published in a
Life magazine story titled “Genius School.” In the picture,
the 7-year-old Pollatsek sports suspenders and floppy bangs
and is absorbed in a chemistry textbook. “I’m not nearly as
cute now as I was then,” he says. “But I like to think that the
inquisitive little boy in the picture is still a part of me.”

JOHN SOLEM

R

Time for a Powwow

N

JOHN SOLEM

ATIVE AMERICAN DANCE, music, crafts, and cuisine
were celebrated at the 30th annual powwow at Curry
Hicks Cage in April.
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Sports Minutes

Student athletes supported men’s lacrosse
(and snagged free t-shirts) at a spring game.
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Athletes Reach for CHAMPS Cup

“I

F THERE’S A CONTEST, WE WANT TO WIN IT,” says Katie Bettencourt ’12,
captain of the Minutewomen softball team. The athletic department
channels this spirit into more than just winning games. In 2009, UMass Amherst
launched a competition in which the 19 varsity teams vie to be the best studentathletes. The winning team claims the campus CHAMPS Cup, named for the
NCAA initiative Challenging Athletes’ Minds for Personal Success.
The CHAMPS Cup goes to the team that racks up the most combined points
for academic achievement, athletic excellence, community service, big-game
attendance, personal development, and participation on the student-athlete
advisory committee.
The women’s track and field team scored highest in academic achievement
in 2010; tennis topped that category in 2009. Men’s lacrosse led in community
service in 2010 after tying for first in that category with women’s basketball the
year before. The softball team shone in all areas, won in personal development
in both 2010 and 2009, and nabbed the CHAMPS cup
two years running. Softball Coach Elaine
Sortino would love to keep the cup in
her office. “There’s more to being
a UMass student-athlete than
practicing,” she says, “I think
this competition helps them
get involved in the campus
and rounds out their sense of
purpose.”
Sortino, entering her 33rd
year at the helm of the softball
team, places the charge to win the
CHAMPS Cup squarely on her players.
“I talk about it once at the beginning of the
year and I tell them this is the barometer
of who they are as a team,” she says. “I
never say
one word after that.”

Science Notebook
What is Watson?

T

HIS IBM COMPUTER soundly defeated big-time
Jeopardy! champions in a widely watched prime-time
showdown. But Watson won’t power down now; the UMass
Amherst scientists behind the famous computer have other
tasks in mind.
“Our goal is to push this well beyond Jeopardy!” says
Eric Brown ’96PhD, an IBM research manager who helped
develop Watson. “We’re thinking about the real-world
business applications where we can take the technology
behind Watson.” Applying the technology to improve health
care by helping medical practitioners evaluate data will be one
of the first areas IBM explores, he explains.
Brown felt like a parent watching a child perform when
Watson went up against Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter in
February. “The show represented a culmination of four
years of work, and we were putting it on the line in a very
public fashion,” he says. “We had a significant opportunity to
embarrass ourselves.”
UMass computer scientist James Allen and his research
team contributed information retrieval technology to the
Watson project. Alumni John Prager ’79PhD and
Chang Wang ’10PhD also worked on Watson at IBM.

THINK OF EXERCISE as you
would any other drug,” says Barry
Braun ’90G. “There’s a dose and a
frequency with which it needs to be
taken to get the best response.” Braun,
associate professor of kinesiology,
directs the campus’s Energy
Metabolism Lab. He investigates the
integration of exercise, pharmacology,
and diet to prevent and manage
metabolic disorders such as Type
2 diabetes. The method is called
metabolic rehabilitation and it’s a
prescription for better health.
According to 2011 data from
the Centers for Disease Control, an
estimated 26 million Americans have
diabetes and another one-third of
U.S. adults over 20 are pre-diabetic.
Effective drugs are needed to combat
that trend. For Braun, one of those
drugs is exercise. He is working on ways
to optimize exercise’s disease-fighting

12 umass amherst
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Step Up and Take Your Medicine

Barry Braun and his research group in the energy metabolism lab.

effects. He says that, like all drugs,
exercise interacts with other substances
we put in our bodies, including
nutritional supplements, prescription
medications, and the foods we eat.
Understanding those interactions is

important in determining when and
how to prescribe exercise.

Where the Bonefish Are

T

HOUGH BONEFISH ARE one of the most soughtafter tropical sport fish in the world, drawing
thousands of anglers to Caribbean waters every
season, until recently anecdotes and fish tales
were the only information scientists had about
their spawning habits.
Now, UMass Amherst environmental conservation
researcher Andy Danylchuk and colleagues from several other
institutions know far more about bonefish spawning habits
after using ultrasonic transmitters to tag and track bonefish
movements off Eleuthera in the Bahamas. Their results appear
in an early online issue of the journal Marine Biology. Results
should help focus habitat conservation efforts.
What Danylchuk and colleagues found by tagging these
popular sport fish is that bonefish gather in schools of over

1,000 at pre-spawning aggregation sites for a few days
twice a month from October to May, primarily around the
new and full moon. At dusk, these large schools begin to
move offshore to the edge of deep abyssal waters, over 1,000
feet deep, very unlike the shallow flats were anglers normally
encounter them. There, as night falls, the fish spawn under
cover of darkness.

Run Ragged

Some Like It Cold

I

T’S NOT YOUR imagination:
ragweed season lasts longer than
it did only 15 years ago, and climate
change is to blame. These findings,
by a team of environmental scientists
including Assistant Professor Christine
A. Rogers, appeared in a recent issue of
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
The researchers examined data
from ten pollen counting stations from
Texas to Saskatchewan. Comparing the
beginning of the 15-year study period
in 1995 to the end in 2009, they found
the pollen season lasted 13 to 27 days
longer, with a strong correlation to later
first frosts.
Rogers, a specialist in aerobiology
on the faculty of Environmental Health
Sciences, says the research confirms
what seasonal allergy sufferers have
likely experienced—sneezing and
itching lasting longer into the fall.
“Now we need to examine the changes
in pollen seasons and link them with
patterns of allergic symptoms
to understand
the magnitude
and implications
of these effects,”
she says.

L

UKE TRUSEL ’06, worked in
the Arctic waters near Svalbard,
Norway, while studying geology at
UMass Amherst. Last winter, Trusel,
now a PhD student at Clark University
in Worcester, spent six weeks in field
camps in West Antarctica, researching
surface changes in the cryosphere.

Holy Bat Teeth!

M

AKING FASCINATING USE of GPS technology,
biology professor Elizabeth Dumont and
graduate student Sharlene Santana have “mapped”
the topographies of bats’ teeth. They now better
understand how bats evolved to allow different
species to feast on diets with different consistencies,
from hard-shelled insects to blood and nectar.
Using a method similar to that of geographers
characterizing mountain surfaces, the researchers
examined bats’ teeth as if they were uncharted
mountain ranges—with ridges, peaks, and valleys—
calculating a measure of dental complexity to determine how rugged the surfaces
were. They found a trend from relative simplicity of shearing molars in bats that eat
insects or a varied diet to high complexity in the crushing molars of fruit-eating
bats.
Using field-collected bat skulls, they compared the structure of molars in 17
species of leaf-nosed bats. That the structure and function of mammals’ teeth are
strongly related to diet is well known but this study builds on that knowledge to
directly measure trends in the relationships among diet, tooth structure, feeding
performance, and feeding behavior. The result is a major advance in understanding
mammalian feeding systems.
summer 2011
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Keep On
Moving On
By Robert Lindquist
Photos by
John Solem

Transportation Center Director
John Collura on location at the recently
completed roundabout on North Pleasant
Street. The roundabout was designed and
engineered by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.,
where Ruth Bonsignore ’83 is senior vice president of transportation and Joseph Wanat ’94
is a director of transportation planning
and operations. Bonsignore is also chair of
the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering Advisory Council.
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“

RANSPORTATION, like
food and water, is a basic human need,” says John Collura,
director of the UMass Amherst Transportation Center, and “it impacts everyone.” And UMass Amherst, through its
Transportation Center, has been shaping
and influencing how people and goods
get from one place to another, safely, efficiently, and directly, for a long time. On
campus and off, in private business and
state government, locally, statewide, and
throughout the country, UMass people
are involved at all levels of this dynamic
and challenging industry.
The Transportation Center

T

HE UMASS TRANSPORTATION Center is housed in the College of
Engineering, on campus, and it is a complex, multi-disciplinary entity
that includes research, education, and outreach activities. Through the academic departments the center works with faculty and students as part of
bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D. programs. In a variety of programs and information services the center works with the transportation industry and
the traveling public.
“Historically, civil engineers designed and built highways, railroads, and
bridges,” says Collura. “Of course we do a lot more than that now, partly
because we aren’t building as many of those infrastructures.” Much of that
non-infrastructure work is reflected in the various components that fall
under the umbrella of the Transportation Center. And much of it focuses
around the major challenges facing the transportation industry—finances,
safety, and congestion.
summer 2011
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Funding transportation initiatives,
whether building new projects or maintaining and improving the current infrastructure, is always a challenge, but the issue
is particularly acute in a down economy.
Research projects on alternative financing
for transportation will be front and center for the next five to
10 years, says Collura. “The bottom line is we’re running out of
money just like many other public programs. And with federal
and state budgets the way they are and the reluctance to increase
taxes, the question is, where is the money going to come from?”
The gas tax (18.4 cents per gallon federal and 23.5 cents per
gallon state) is the major source of funding for transportation.
These rates haven’t changed in years, and given the current economic climate, legislators are reluctant to implement an increase
many fear may have an inflationary impact.
The Transportation Center and MassDOT are investigating
several funding methods. One is the implementation of border tolls. Another is a restructuring of the gas tax and tying it
to an inflation index. Still another is the vehicle mileage traveled
(VMT) fee, based on the number of miles a vehicle travels. Included in this research are various methods of collecting the data
and the fees. One option is charging the fee at the gas pump using
some type of recorder/transponder. Another is collecting data
from the onboard computer during annual vehicle inspections
and sending it directly to the Registry of Motor Vehicles.
The VMT, particularly collecting it at the gas pump, presents
two major challenges—cost, because cars aren’t equipped with
the technology yet, and privacy, which is a big issue.
“We are working on a research project funded through the
NSF jointly with civil, electrical and computer engineering, and
computer science, looking to develop approaches to protect people’s privacy on these innovative electronic payment systems that
are being developed now in the United States,” says Collura. “We
are looking at advanced encryption methods like those that the
CIA and Secret Service use, and seeing how they might apply to
pay-as-you-go systems in transportation.”

Supporting Professionals

T

RANSPORTATION PROBLEMS FREQUENTLY require
multidisciplinary approaches. “We do lots of different research projects,” says Collura. “In certain projects we try to work
very closely with practitioners, local public works directors, and
MassDOT to learn what is of interest to them. We try to use our
research or research being done elsewhere, and incorporate it
into the workshops.”
Typically the center offers 20 to 30 workshops in a year statewide, focusing on six to 10 topics.
Much of the outreach is handled through the Transportation Center’s Bay State Roads Program, led by Chris Ahmadjian
’83, ’10PhD. The program serves all 351 Massachusetts towns
and cities and is one of 58 local technical assistance programs
(LTAPs) throughout the country (one for each state, plus eight
tribal programs). It is funded by federal and state money. Says
Ahmadjian, “our purpose is to provide information and training
on transportation and related topics, to an
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HE NATIONAL HIGHWAY Traffic
Safety Administration announced
in April that traffic fatalities in 2010
dropped below the record low of the
previous year, and were the lowest
recorded since 1949. While the news is
positive, the need to further reduce traffic fatalities and injuries is still a high priority, and no one knows that better than
Don Fisher, professor and head of the
mechanical and industrial engineering
department, and director of the Arbella
Insurance Human Performance Laboratory. He and his teams of students study
driver safety and behavior and look for
solutions to improving highway safety.

Professor Don Fisher, head of the
mechanical and industrial engineering department and director
of the Arbella Insurance Human
Performance Laboratory.

“We look at driver
behavior and try to figure out the factors that
actually cause drivers
to crash,” says Fisher,
“and then we attempt
to design training
programs that impact
those behaviors and
ultimately halt those
crashes.”
One area of research seeks to understand why novice drivers, older drivers
(75 or older) and fatigued drivers are at
increased risks of crashing. Not surprisingly in novice drivers, inexperience is
the main factor in crashes, and early
findings show that their ability to anticipate hazards improves significantly with
training. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration was so impressed
with the initial results that they are going to follow up with their own research,
analyzing the crash and citation records
of 4,000 novice drivers in California,

half have received training developed in
the lab, and half have not.
Often working in conjunction with
psychology professor Alexander Pollatsek, the researchers examine various
aspects of driver safety and behavior.
They utilize on-road observations and a
driving simulator in the lab that creates
a variety of driving situations while monitoring vehicle behavior, eye movements,
and driver reactions. Fisher and his team
were instrumental in creating the simulations used in Arbella Insurance’s mobile
driving simulator and program, called
Distractology 101.
Another area of research overlaps
with work being done in the University
of Massachusetts Transportation Center
by professors John Collura and Song
Gao, evaluating different transportation
engineering alternatives. The driving
simulator is used to determine whether
drivers understand what’s being put
on traveler information displays, for
instance, and whether they spend too
much time with their eyes off the road
looking at, for example, the dazzling new
electronic billboards.
The lab has also looked at why advanced collision warning systems often
fail.
“It turns out that the drivers just don’t look after time,”
Fisher says. “So they are ineffective, not because they don’t
work right, but rather because
of people’s behavior.”
Distracted driving, particularly texting and cell phone use
while driving, has received lots
of attention lately, and research
in the lab has confirmed the
dangers, to the point where
studies found a texting driver
is 23 times more likely to be
involved in a crash than an attentive driver. The question is, why
is texting so dangerous?
“For years, since the beginning of automobiles, we’ve had

speedometers that you need to look at
to determine if you are going too fast or
slow,” says Fisher. “Then along comes
the cell phone that you can use to text.
You still have to glance away from the
road, but what is the difference between
the two that causes you to be 23 times
more likely to crash when you are texting than when you are looking at your
speedometer?”
“Where people fail to understand
the true difference” says Fisher, “is that
the length of a single glance to look at
the speedometer can be about 500 milliseconds. The average glance one takes
while texting can be 1.5 seconds, but
many are much longer.” It’s not so much
the many glances that is the danger, it is
the larger number of longer glances that
are unsafe.
“The problem is that texting is seductive,” says Fisher. “You don’t know you’re
glancing these long times away from the
roadway, because you are often able to
keep in your lane.”
What the drivers don’t understand
are the looming dangers they can’t pick
up while glancing back and forth.

Making
Safer
Drivers
“Looming is very
hard to detect,” says Fisher. “When
you look down to text and then
look back up, your mind
is still not on the driving task.”
Drivers are not looking up long
enough to pick up the looming
dangers—cars braking in front of
them, trucks in the parking lanes
obscuring pedestrians entering
an intersection—and according to
Fisher, drivers need to pick up the
looming dangers at a distance in order to have enough time to process
the information.
“It [texting] is undoubtedly the
most dangerous thing we can do in
a car that has ever been identified.
Driving at an .08 alcohol level is
maybe three times more likely to
result in a crash, and that is frightening, but it is not the 23 times that
texting is.”

Luis Fernando Román using the driving
simulator in the Arbella Insurance Human
Performance Laboratory for research.
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A wall of monitors in the UMass Regional
Traveler Information Center keeps Jamie
Schleicher informed of local travel conditions.

swer the needs and problems of local agencies, to identify
and transfer new technologies and innovations into a usable
format and to operate as a link between transportation research and practicing highway personnel.”
Workshops, a newsletter, and technical outreach are the
program’s core activities and topics center around safety, procedures, best practices, and training.
Ahmadjian and project coordinator Daniel Montagna offer
more than 100 workshops a year
ranging from basic work zone
safety practices such as putting
out cones at road construction
sites, to reviews of snowplowing
procedures and recommendations
on ways to save salt in the winter.
As a conduit for MassDOT, the
Bay States Roads program takes messages and directives from
the state and federal government to the municipalities. Education is a big part of the program, says Ahmadjian. For example,
“when the flagging law passed, MassDOT asked us to develop
classes for municipal flaggers.”
In a new initiative the program has been awarded a $294,000
grant from MassDOT to develop a “complete streets” training
program, a new sustainability/green effort in street design that
examines the full environment of a proposed street. Planning
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starts on the outside edges with green space, bike, and pedestrian ways, and ends with vehicle traffic in the center. The
project includes workshops for selectmen and town managers,
and training sessions for consultants, municipal engineers, and
MassDOT engineers.

Smarter Travelers

W

HAT BEGAN 15 years ago as a UMass Amherst research
project has become an important source of information
and travel services for western Massachusetts. The UMass Regional Traveler Information Center (RTIC) started out with
National Science Foundation funding to install a video camera on Route 9 in Northampton to monitor traffic conditions
around major construction on the Coolidge Bridge over the
Connecticut River. Drivers could go online and check traffic
conditions from their home or office if they were planning to
drive in the area. RTIC now provides a number of travel information services in and around the area through its website at
www.masstraveler.com.
James Schleicher ’01, systems engineer for RTIC, is quick
to point out that the center has enjoyed the continuing support
of Congressman John Olver, who has secured multiple federal
grants to fund this project.
MassTraveler.com has grown to include video images from

Research projects on alternative financing
for transportation will be front and center
for the next five to 10 years, says Collura.

26 traffic cameras located on the UMass campus, along Routes 9
and 116, and in downtown Northampton, Athol, and Orange. Images are posted on the web site where visitors can see current traffic
conditions.
In addition to video monitoring, RTIC also collects traffic data
and provides estimated travel times along Routes 9 and 116 in Amherst, Hadley, Northampton, Deerfield, and Sunderland.
“We originally collected this data from matching photos of license plates from passing cars,” says Schleicher. “But now we track
FastLane transponders because the equipment is much cheaper. We
are looking into using Bluetooth, which is even less expensive. We
capture the information at the starting point and end point and use
the difference in time to calculate travel speed.” Schleicher emphasizes that personal data are not accessed in the process, and all video
is deleted after five minutes. Travel times are posted on the web site
and the collected data are made available for faculty and student research projects.
MassTraveler.com also tracks all PVTA buses using a computer,
GPS, and cell modem on each of the network's buses. The system
tracks the locations of all the buses in service and plots them on an
online map.
RTIC is a joint venture between UMass Transit Services and the
College of Engineering Transportation Center. A close relationship
is also maintained with MassDOT (sponsor of the project) through
that agency’s web site, which includes links to MassDOT travel advisories and the Mass 511 travel resource. Working under the leadership of Al Byam ’81, general manager of UMass Transit Services,
and Paul W. Shuldiner, professor emeritus and the principal investigator for RTIC, Schleicher continues to improve MassTraveler’s capabilities to provide online traveler information.

Smarter Highways

A

S A STUDENT, Meryl Mandell ’79 was interested in public policy and was pursuing her degree in urban and regional
management. She thought transportation would be more interesting than housing and enrolled in a civil engineering course, Public
Transportation Systems, with Professor John Collura. She loved the
course and was so hooked on transportation that she went on to earn
her master’s in civil engineering at the University of Virginia. After
returning to New England, she became the first program manager of
Bay State Roads, worked for a while with All States Asphalt in technical sales, and then spent six years with Vanasse Hangen Brustlin,
Inc., a planning, transportation, land development, and environmental engineering firm started by Robert Vanasse ’68. She joined
MassDOT in 2002, working out of the Northampton District office,
and is responsible for installation of the largest MassDOT intelligent
transportation system project in the state since the mid-1990s.

The two-year I-91 intelligent transportation
system project Meryl Mandell is overseeing is
nearing completion.
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Clinton Bench, deputy director of planning for
MassDOT, traverses the state working with local
and regional agencies on transportation projects.

The two-year, $35 million project entails the installation of
a fiber-optic based communications backbone along 60 miles
of Route 291 and Interstate 91 from Connecticut to Vermont,
and includes 34 closed-circuit video cameras, and 17 overhead
and ground mount variable message boards. Mass DOT is
planning to provide real-time travel times soon.
“This is a unique system,” says Mandell. “It takes advantage
of new technology, technology that has changed even since the
beginning of the project two years ago.”
When fully implemented in the coming months the new
system will be integrated into the state’s transportation and
communication system and will provide information beneficial to MassDOT, the state police, and travelers. Traffic information and road conditions captured by video cameras can
be communicated to travelers through the variable message
boards and the state 511 and UMass MassTraveler web sites.
The video signals will also be fed to state police facilities in
Springfield, Northampton, and Shelburne, and will aid in monitoring traffic
flow through construction zones and in
identifying and responding to incidents
along the highway.
When tornadoes hit the Springfield
area on June 1, “in addition to watching the tornado live on our cameras as it
traversed Springfield, and coordinating
with our Highway Operations Center
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in Boston,” says Mandell, “we used our variable message signs
during and after the storms to assist in disseminating traveler
information. I'm hoping that using the signs to assist in driver notification during this very chaotic period helped reduce
some of the public’s confusion and access questions.”
The project was also designed with an eye toward growth
and the economic development of western Massachusetts.
MassDOT and the Massachusetts Broadband Institute are
working together to use the additional capacity of the fiber optic network to bring high-speed telecommunications capabilities broadband access to the region.

An Eye Toward the Future

A

S DEPUTY DIRECTOR of planning for the MassDOT,
Clinton Bench ’96G is focused on the future, and his vision encompasses all of the agencies within MassDOT: highways, rail and bus transit, aeronautics, and the Registry of
Motor Vehicles. Fellow alumnus Jeffrey Mullan ’83 is CEO of
MassDOT.
A big part of Bench’s job is working with the 13 metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) throughout the state.
Every urban area is required by law to have an MPO, and it
is through these organizations that the planning office communicates regionally.
Since nearly all transportation projects use federal funds,

the MPOs operate under strict guidelines for studies, plans, and
implementation. They each maintain transportation improvement programs (TIP) that look out four years and include every
transportation project.
“That plan lists everything we are going to build and everything we are going to maintain,” says Bench. “Then there is the
regional transportation plan that lays out the strategies and priorities for the next 20 years. On top of that is the strategic transportation plan that outlines the statewide policies and principles
that, hopefully, match up with the regional plans.”
Bench is involved in technical studies as well. “If there is a major corridor we are concerned about, whether it’s growth or repair,
like the MBTA Green Line extension northwest of Boston,” says
Bench. “We look at it in a holistic way in planning out what that
extension is going to look like.”
The corridor doesn’t only include a rail project, but also includes the McGrath highway. “It is old, functionally obsolete,
and unserviceable. There are bridges that are structurally deficient, and it is ugly,” says Bench. “It is not the kind of facility that
matches the values of the 21st century. You want open space, and
you want people to feel they can walk from neighborhood to
neighborhood.”
The federal government’s planning structure requires community involvement. “We don’t just build highways purely for
high speed movement of vehicles,” he points out. In addition to
community involvement, fiscal constraint is essential, as are strict

and scary,” he says. “The more we encourage emission reduction,
the less we are getting in terms of funding for highways.” Fuelefficient cars cause just as much roadway deterioration but they
contribute less through the gas tax toward road maintenance.
“I completely understand people’s fear that something like a
vehicle-miles-based tax would be impinging on their freedom to
drive,” says Bench. “It is scary and I get it. We need to be able to
have the discussion in a way that gets back to what people’s values are, what privacy needs have to be honored regardless of how
transportation gets funded.”

Working the Plans

J

ON DIETRICH ’69 is director of traffic engineering in the
West Springfield office of Fuss & O’Neill, a 300-person private
engineering consulting firm headquartered in Manchester, Conn.
Dietrich’s specialty is traffic and transportation engineering and
planning. He works for private and public clients, large and small.
For example, the firm’s traffic impact study sites range from twounit residential buildings to large shopping centers. The firm’s
other projects include intersection safety improvement and operation, and highway access improvement. Fuss & O’Neill worked on
a highway project in Hartford similar to the one Meryl Mandell
directs.
“We have done traffic studies for churches, recreation facilities, and other retail, commercial and
office developments in high traffic corridors,” he says.
While the definition of transportation—the safe, efficient movement of
people and goods from one location
to another—hasn’t changed over the
years, Dietrich agrees with Bench that
the philosophy and operating guidelines have changed.
“In the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s we were
doing more roadway widening, adding
capacity,” he says. “Now we are trying
to get people to think about how they
use the automobile, not adding more
roadways or capacity, but getting them to use other modes of
transportation. There are many ways to move people besides
roadways—sidewalks, walkways, bikeways, transit—and that is
our emphasis now.”
The land can’t be used as it was in the past. “We need to be
more conservative in our use of resources,” Dietrich says. “Sustainability in transportation is becoming a really big thing.”
There is a new way to design, and the concept, says Dietrich,
is context sensitive design. This means paying more attention to
all the elements that make up the area in which you are working,
and making sure they all work in harmony and fit into the natural
surrounding. “People are much more sensitive to that now,” he
says.
“As professionals we build things and we try to solve problems. With today’s technology, we can usually find a way to make
things work, and make them work safely, but the question is, can
they be done cost-effectively?”

“We want to be the greenest
state for transportation,”
Bench says, “both in our plans,
and in our operations.”
environmental guidelines and goals for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. “We want to be the greenest state for transportation,”
Bench says, “both in our plans, and in our operations.”
“That is what’s interesting,” he continues. “We want to make
transit improvements that will encourage people away from automobiles to mass transit; we want to move transporting goods
from truck to rail; and we want to be greener in how we do business in the department.”
The move toward greener transportation impacts just about
every area of transportation and drives much of the transportation planning. Accommodating growing numbers of fuel efficient
cars, creating more space for pedestrians and bicycles, and encouraging changes in driving behavior are just a few of the considerations that go into the planning process, and, says Bench,
“they are the kinds of things we really need to be thinking more
about.”
“The increase in more efficient automobiles is both wonderful
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We Come in

Peace

I

Why joining the Peace Corps
is a 50-year campus tradition.

By Patricia Sullivan

N LAGHMAN, AFGHANISTAN, mere months
after graduating from UMass Amherst, Stephen
Kutzy ’74 nailed a blackboard to a tree and began
teaching English to Afghan children. Thirty years later, through
Peace Corps headquarters, he learned of one profound legacy
of his work. One of Kutzy’s students had fled to Pakistan with
his family during the Soviet invasion. Because he knew some
English he was able to attend school, become a doctor, and
return to his village to care for his people.
1972

2011

Doug Teschner (third from left),
Morocco
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Teschner (third from left),
Ukraine

1986

Mike Simsik, Benin

Kutzy is one of 1,214 UMass Amherst undergraduate alumni who, dreaming of changing lives
through their service, have volunteered for the Peace
Corps. Today he is also one of three UMies working
abroad as Peace Corps country directors who lead
volunteers and manage relations with host countries.
As the agency marks its 50th anniversary, he and other alumni volunteers, reflective by nature, consider
the question: Has the Peace Corps met its lofty goals?
President John F. Kennedy had been in office only
40 days when he signed the executive order creating
the Peace Corps on March 1, 1961. The corps’ three
goals established then have never changed: The first,
“Helping the people of interested countries in meeting their needs for trained men and women,” motivates can-do Americans determined to do meaningful work feeding villages or building health clinics.
Its second and third complementary goals put the
“peace” in Peace Corps. Number two is “Helping
promote a better understanding of Americans on the
part of the peoples served.” Number three is “Helping promote a better understanding of other peoples
on the part of Americans.” Returned alumni Peace
Corps volunteers inevitably attest to their personal
realization of the third goal. As Paul Theroux ’63,
whose service in Malawi led to his lifetime of travel
and desire to become a writer, put it, “I became a
teacher in Africa and my whole life changed.”
Developing countries, however, are not changed
so quickly. Many returned volunteers say that the
Peace Corps’ first, project-oriented goal is often out
of reach, given the agency’s limited budget and its
organizational structure. Michael Simsik ’03EdD
joined the Peace Corps in 1986 as a forester in Benin with his eye on goal one. He was frustrated by
the slow progress of the work, and so extended his
volunteer commitment from the standard 27 months
to 40. But not until 20 years later, when he returned
to Benin and saw full-grown trees he had planted,
did Simsik feel the impact of his service. Now, as
country director of Peace Corps Mali, he advises
volunteers to accept the inherent limitations of
Peace Corps development efforts. Like many

2011

Greg Flatt returned to Mali to start a nonprofit
organization focused on sustainable agriculture.

Famous in Mali
As a volunteer in rural Mali, Greg Flatt ’98 learned from a Peace
Corps manual how to raise rabbits for meat. A musician, he then
wrote and sang a song on the subject in Bambara, the local language.
“It aired on Mali TV,” he says, “and the next day I was famous.”
Since ending his two-year Peace Corps service in 1999, Flatt
has returned to West Africa enough times to truly earn his Malian
name, Moctar. He did a short-term volunteer stint as an agricultural
consultant with another development organization, recorded a CD
with top Malian musicians, guided a film crew for a History Channel
documentary about Timbuktu, and with his wife, Cindy Hellmann
(another Mali Peace Corps volunteer), founded the nonprofit Ecova
Mali in 2007. The group is a grassroots alternative to the prevailing
top-down approach to development. It hires local experts to train
Malian farmers in sustainable agriculture and provides micro-loans
to serve as start-up capital. The group bought seven acres of land
and built a training center where its Malian staff teaches such skills
as composting, mulching, seed saving, and how to produce grade A
butter from the nuts of shea trees.
Ecova Mali’s philosophy stems from Flatt’s Peace Corps days
when in addition to raising rabbits he raised money from his
hometown of Princeton, Mass., to build a chain-link fence to keep
livestock out of a community garden. Upon returning from service,
he earned a graduate degree in sustainable development to complement his UMass Amherst anthropology degree. He’s worked as a
teacher, organic farmer, translator, nonprofit director, and Peace
Corps recruiter, and is now devoting much of his time to care for his
10-month old twins in Swampscott, Mass.
“The Peace Corps encourages you to become part of your host
community and allows you to put the development emphasis on
people,” Flatt says. “It profoundly influenced my life, both personally and professionally.”
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2003
Simsik (right), Mali

Stephen Kutzy (center) with Peace Corps
Director Aaron Williams (left) and
President Ivanov of Macedonia (right)

Rebecca Paulson, Niger
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others in the agency, he believes the corps would do better
focusing on selected projects where it would have measurable
impact, such as fighting malaria, rather than tackling a wide
range of endeavors. That way, he says, “Our host countries
would be more aware of how we’re making a difference.”
Such quantifiable progress might spur higher congressional
funding. The Peace Corps has had bipartisan backing over the
years, but supporters say its $400 million budget is paltry, especially compared to the nearly $700 billion allotted for national
defense. “It’s really a drop in the bucket,” Simsik says. “The return we get for our investment in the Peace Corps is absolutely
amazing.” That investment currently supports nearly 8,000 volunteers in 77 countries, down from a peak of 15,000 volunteers
in 1966 but up from 1980s lows of fewer than 5,000.

Another of the many CIE alumni with Peace Corps roots
is doctoral student Rebecca Paulson ’08MEd, a study-abroad
advisor for the campus International Programs Office. During
her agency tenure in Niger from 2003 to 2005, Paulson focused
on promoting education for girls. She lived in a concrete house,
where she felt very lucky to have a single light bulb. Another
light bulb lit up for Paulson when she saw that math was taught
in French in Niger, rather than in local languages, compounding student frustration with the subject. Although she can’t say
for sure that her efforts for the girls of Niger had a lasting impact (the country was hit with both a famine and a plague of
locusts soon after she left) her service sparked the idea for her
dissertation on languages in education and led to her career in
international education.
Those Peace Corps veterans who
don’t pursue international careers return to the U.S. with a broader worldview. And sometimes the pull of the
corps is so strong that former volunteers come back to the fold as employees. Douglass Teschner ’71, ’85EdD,
a forestry major, was a Peace Corps
volunteer in the cork and cedar forests
of Morocco from 1971 to 1973. He’s
now country director for Peace Corps
Ukraine, which boasts 400 volunteers,
the agency’s largest contingent. In between, Teschner spent 35 years in nonprofit and government
work, including 12 years as a New Hampshire legislator. He
says that the Peace Corps plays an important role in bringing
civics American-style to Ukrainians as they throw off their Soviet legacy. “We’re doing diplomacy,” he says. “Volunteers don’t
necessarily have depth of experience, but they make up for it
with their boundless positive energy. The goodwill they foster
is an incredible bargain for our country.”
Like Teschner, Stephen Kutzy returned to the Peace Corps
after a long stateside career; his was building luxury homes
in Florida. After making his youngest child’s final college tuition payment, he began work with Habit for Humanity and
established the organization in Afghanistan, where he still had
friends from his Peace Corps volunteer days. Now, Kutzy is the
agency’s country director in Macedonia, where he too finds
that the agency’s peace-oriented goals are vital. “It’s hard to kill

“It’s hard to kill somebody you know.
Because of the Peace Corps,
Macedonians know real Americans,
not the guys with guns on TV.”
At the Center for International Education (CIE) in Hills
South, where you’ll find the desks of returned Peace Corps
volunteers under many a batik wall hanging, Associate Professor Cristine Smith ’97EdD brings decades of global experience to evaluating the Peace Corps. She readily concedes that
the agency has difficulty achieving its development goal, but
points out that the Peace Corps is smart to recognize that it
shines in accomplishing people-to-people goals two and three.
Smith believes that what the corps does best is encourage future international educators, diplomats, and humanitarians.
“It’s a garden where seeds are sown for people who go on to
work in development,” she says, noting that a majority of CIE’s
American students attained their required two years of international experience in the Peace Corps. Smith herself found
her life’s work in the corps in 1979 in Nepal, teaching women to
read and write in their native language.

Class of 2010 commencement
speaker Emily Grund, now
serving with the Peace Corps
in the Philippines, has bonded
with her host family.
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somebody you know,” he says. “Because of the Peace
Corps, Macedonians know real Americans, not the
guys with guns on TV. And Americans get to know
Macedonia. It’s a spectacularly beautiful place, but
struggling.”
Kutzy’s position affords him perspective on the
Peace Corps’ past and present. “The concept is the
same—go to some little village and help out whatever
way you can,” he says. He does find that today’s young
volunteers are better prepared and worldlier than
their predecessors. And the corps now encourages
older Americans to serve: 20 percent of the Macedonia volunteers and 7 percent of volunteers worldwide
are over 50.
Douglass Teschner notes another change: new
measures to improve volunteer health and safety. The
Peace Corps recently came under a harsh spotlight
for long mishandling sexual-assault complaints from
female volunteers. The agency has accordingly put
extensive reforms in place to diminish the dangers of
duty and better respond to victims.
But the most noticeable change in daily Peace
Corps duty, Kutzy says, is that today’s volunteers
“crave constant connection.” Some can phone home
in an instant. When Kutzy served in Afghanistan, his
only contact with his family in Brockton, Mass., was
through sporadic letters. For Christmas 1976 he was
pleased to receive a package from home filled with
snacks and gifts and a calendar—for 1976. His parents had mailed it a year earlier.
The Peace Corps encourages today’s plugged-in
volunteers to promote global understanding by communicating from their remote posts via Skype, YouTube, Facebook, and blogs. Emily Grund ’10, a journalism major and the student speaker at her commencement, is taking up the call from her post in the
Philippines. She blogs about her “slight disappointment” with her teaching duties, her struggles with
Tagalog, and life with her host family, and describes
showing a group of middle-aged Filipino women a
Black Eyed Peas dance. “Teaching I may not be so
confident in yet,” she admits, “but making friends is
my favorite! I’ve also learned a lot about myself, what
I can handle, what I can adapt to, and what parts of
me are just too American to change.”
Grund is one of the most recent of the steady flow
of enthusiastic grads who have made UMass Amherst
a leader in numbers of alumni who have volunteered
for the Peace Corps during the past half century. Currently, 38 alumni with undergraduate degrees and 11
with graduate degrees further the corps’ goals worldwide. Says Cristine Smith of CIE: “Something about
this place encourages students to give back. And, so
many people who work or study here have served
that it’s on people’s tongues. Peace Corps is a part of
this campus.”

John F. Kennedy and Sargent Shriver with Peace Corps
volunteers in the White House Rose Garden in 1961.

Kennedy’s Child
“Let me tell you about the time I served fried milk to Sargent Shriver,”
says Joan McKniff ’63, speaking rapid-fire from her Sarasota, Fla.,
home. McKniff was in New Mexico training for the Peace Corps when
the agency’s first director (and President Kennedy’s brother-in-law)
visited. “It was my turn to make breakfast, and cooking is
not my skill,” she recalls. The pancakes
were runny, so McKniff kept trying to
thicken the batter with powdered milk
she mistook for flour. “He never blinked
an eyelash,” she says.
As a UMass Amherst history major,
McKniff had been inspired by John F.
Kennedy’s inaugural call to “Ask not what
your country can do for you, ask what you
can do for your country.” When she met
Shriver, she was training to go to Colombia
as part of one of the first all-female groups
of Peace
Corps volunteers in rural community development.
In Colombia from 1963 to 1965, McKniff helped set up a school
lunch program and build a closet-sized health clinic. She was touched
when the poor villagers came together after JFK’s assassination
to support the volunteers. Laughing, she draws a parallel between
her Peace Corps duty and her years on the campus drill team. “In
Colombia, it was trendy for teenagers to imitate the Americans so, like
Precisionettes, we took care to work hard and set a good example by
boiling our drinking water and things like that.”
Peace Corps, says McKniff, gave her the skills and courage to
continue to roam far from her Lowell, Mass., hometown. Although
she opposed the war, she worked with the Red Cross in Vietnam. In
the 1970s, posts with the World Association of Girls Guides and Girl
Scouts took her to the Philippines, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, and Mexico. She
lived in London from 1980 to 1985 as deputy director of the organization’s world bureau. “In many countries, the only thing more irrelevant
than women is girls,” she says. “We fought for equal rights.”
At age 45, McKniff aced the Foreign Service exam and spent the
next 21 years as a diplomat. She brought the poems of Emily Dickinson
to Madrid, advocated for public education in Guatemala, and hiked
mountains in Madagascar. Her last post was a plum: living in Paris as
deputy director of Africa regional services.
Retired in 2005, McKniff remains politically active and even advised the 2008 Obama campaign on foreign policy. “From JFK and the
Peace Corps to Obama,” she says. “What a lovely full circle.”
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Katy Did It
	
After years of
reporting on
education,
Katy Abel ’11
has her diploma
in hand.

By John Sippel

Katy Abel in her office at the Department of Higher Education.

A

T LAST MAY’S UMass Amherst undergraduate commencement, the list of graduates in the University Without Walls
(UWW) program was headed by Catherine W. Abel. Residents of
eastern Massachusetts might recall her as Katy Abel, news director for fabled WBCN-FM morning DJ Charles Laquidara in the
1980s and reporter and program host at WHDH-TV, Boston’s
NBC affiliate, during the 1990s. She afterward went national, contributing parenting and education reports to CBS’s Early Show
from 2000 to 2002.
These days Abel is associate commissioner for external affairs at the Massachusetts Department of Higher Education,
developing communications strategy to expand support for the
commonwealth’s 29 public college and university campuses.
It might seem odd that someone in her position first earned a
bachelor’s degree in middle age. Therein lies a tale.
Abel originally set off on a traditional higher-education
track. After high school she entered Hampshire College, down
the road from UMass Amherst. Tapping the Five College consortium, she took classes at Amherst and Mount Holyoke colleges and racked up her first broadcasting experience doing
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student radio at UMass and Mount Holyoke.
After three semesters at Hampshire, Abel studied for a semester in London, then began majoring in journalism at Boston
University and got an internship at the NPR affiliate WBUR-FM.
In 1979 the station offered her a position as a news anchor and
reporter. She signed on in lieu of starting her senior year.
“At the time,” Abel recalls, “I thought, ‘I have my whole life to
finish my degree,’ and I was enthralled with the work I was getting
a chance to do.”

F

OR NEARLY THREE decades she didn’t look back. After
moving from radio to television Abel made her mark as a reporter/producer whose beats included education. After the births
of her two sons she free-lanced, working both ends of the camera
for WHDH, the Learning Channel, Al Roker Productions, and
other media organizations, planning, pitching, researching, and
writing segments, documentaries, and series.
Abel gained a comprehensive mastery of television production but eventually tired of “media mediocrity.” She opted for the
nonprofit world, developing partnerships and programs for a his-

tory museum proposed for Boston’s new Greenway.
That initiative eventually stalled, but not before Abel’s older
son, then 14, asked if she had any regrets in life. It came to her: “I
regretted not getting a college degree. In broadcasting, it’s your
demo reel, not your sheepskin, that counts. But I had to admit I
wanted a degree, though that seemed selfish when I had two sons
approaching college age.”
Then someone told her about UWW. Founded 40 years ago,
it’s designed for working adults seeking their first bachelor’s
degree. The program is interdisciplinary: drawing on courses
from throughout the university,
students work with faculty advisors to design their own degrees.
UWW accepts many transfer
credits and is the campus’s only
department that grants academic
credit for learning gained through
life and work experience. Its online offerings appeal to applicants worldwide, it’s one of the
largest majors on campus, and fully half of its graduates pursue
higher degrees.
Abel did some research and was relieved to learn about
UWW’s “blended” course offerings, presented mostly online but
including monthly face-to-face classes with faculty and peers. Intrigued, she vowed “I’m gonna do this.”
She did, but only by tackling math and science courses she had
long dreaded. “My feet were held to the fire, as they should have
been,” she says. “But then came the thrill of getting an A in a science class.”
Abel had early concerns about the mechanics and validity
of online learning but ended up with a keen sense of her online
professors’ presences. She particularly praises one professor “who
seemed to live in front of his computer, waiting for students’
emails.”
She also started off skeptical about getting credit for work

experience. “My attitude,” Abel says, “is that I got a paycheck for
working; I shouldn’t get college credit for it too. But UWW doesn’t
do that. It awards credit for your ability to step back, put the work
in context, rigorously analyze it, and then state precisely and objectively what you learned from it. That’s an extraordinarily eyeopening approach, one I encourage other programs to emulate.”
Abel relished meeting her peers. “They were people from
different worlds,” she recalls. “Some had run companies, some
worked two jobs in nursing homes, some were putting their

lives back in order after coming out of rehab, some were home
raising kids or grandkids. Online and in class we came together
to fill in the gaps in our knowledge, gain some advantage or
direction, push past our senses of personal limitation, and replace regret and shame with pride.”

H

ER UWW EXPERIENCE has given Abel vital skills for her
work in higher education and a deep appreciation of the
potential of the adult learners so central to President Obama’s effort to raise national graduation rates.
“I owe this job to UWW—my hiring was predicated on getting
the degree,” she says. “So I intend to be an engaged alum. UWW
has a history of strong alumni support, and after waiting 31 years
for my graduation party I decided to turn it into a fundraiser for
the program’s Jeff Taylor Educational Opportunity Endowment.
Public higher-ed alumni need to support their institutions, and I
mean to do my part.”

As student commencement speaker at UWW’s
May 14 senior recognition
ceremony, Abel told her
fellow graduates that
they were important “because there simply aren’t
enough 20-year-olds
around to help us meet
our national and state
graduation-rate goals.
Massachusetts and all of
the states we are from
are better off because we
as adult learners chose to
invest in ourselves.”

JOHN SOLEM

JOHN SOLEM

“Online and in class,” Abel says of her peers, “we came
together to fill in the gaps in our knowledge, gain some
advantage or direction, push past our senses of personal
limitation, and replace regret and shame with pride.”
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Campus wins the papers of
a sport-marketing pioneer By Judith B. Cameron ’75
F

OR SEVERAL WEEKS last spring, 50 student employees and
staffers formed a book brigade at the W.E.B. Du Bois Library,
handling 215,000 books in their mission to clear the 24th floor.
Volume by volume, shelf by shelf, they pulled books, re-shelved
some on the 23rd floor, and packed others in boxes headed for
the “bunker,” an off-campus depository. By June, the hundreds of
shelves on the 24th floor were bare, awaiting the vast archives of
Mark H. McCormack, the visionary businessman who created
the sport marketing industry.
McCormack’s papers and memorabilia—meticulously stored
in 8,000 boxes—will remain on campus in perpetuity. In one of
the most significant gifts to the flagship campus, McCormack’s
heirs selected UMass Amherst to preserve and enhance the legacy
of their patriarch with the donation of his papers and a $1.5 million endowment for academic programs. In return, the library
will digitize the papers, making the single most important collection on the growth and development of the sports, entertainment, and marketing industry accessible to scholars near and
far. The McCormack papers will be the cornerstone of archives
on innovation and entrepreneurship and will complement the library’s rich collections on social change. The Department of Sport
Management, which now bears the Mark H. McCormack name,
will be the nexus of new research. With the gift, the sport manage-
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ment department at the Isenberg School of Management becomes
one of the best of the best. “Being a leader in sport management
education means continually finding ways to bring fresh ideas and
perspective to students and UMass Amherst can do that with the
papers of this pioneer,” says Jay Monahan, who received a master’s degree in sport management in 1996 and is now a senior vice
president, business development, for the PGA Tour.
To better grasp the magnitude of the gift, consider that
McCormack, the founder of a multi-billion dollar industry, never
took to computers or email. His influence was widely acknowledged: Tom Cruise shadowed McCormack to prepare for the role
of quintessential sports agent Jerry Maguire. As McCormack built
an empire representing leaders in athletics, entertainment, fashion, and other fields, he saved personal notes, letters, contracts,
photographs, videotapes, and much else. Scholars will find a 1982
blueprint of renovations at the All England Club (Wimbledon)
and McCormack’s college transcript. He painstakingly stored records from his global travels, business ideas, and the growth of
IMG, the firm he founded in 1960. At the time of his death in 2003
at age 72, IMG had 85 offices in 35 countries and 2,000 employees.
McCormack’s papers filled 36,000 boxes: UMass will receive approximately 8,000 with the greatest historical value.

!

L
A
Immediate Impact

McCormack’s influence spanned five decades and his archives
document social, political, and economic changes, including the
growth of mass communications and the expansion of the global
economy. The impact of the gift on UMass Amherst is immediate. For instance, the sport management department’s graduate
school applications more than doubled last spring, from 100
applications to 225. Says Lisa Pike Masteralexis, head of the department, “Our graduate school applicants are talking about the
collection and what they want to learn from it. It has been easier
to convince them to come to the Isenberg School even without a
promise of a graduate assistantship.”
Steven Le ’11G, who holds dual graduate degrees in sport
management and business, says, “The McCormack papers will
give us appreciation for the fact that there are always opportunities.” For students, explains Le, the value will come in developing case studies using the archival material. “We will be able to
track the history of a business deal or opportunity that became
a great venture and learn the process and logic behind it.” Monahan adds that McCormack’s business deals in the ’60s, ’70s,
and ’80s remain relevant today for students, scholars, and sport
management professionals. “One thing that doesn’t change is that
this is a very dynamic business,” explains Monahan. “It constantly
changes and reinvents itself. And Mark [McCormack] created an
industry by constantly creating new businesses and new business
models.”

Infusing Academics
This fall, the new Mark H. McCormack Executive-in-Residence
Program will launch. The endowment will support visits to campus
by sport industry leaders, who will meet with students and deliver
public lectures. Jay Lafave, who worked with McCormack to build
IMG into a behemoth, will be the first executive to participate.“This
experience for students will be tremendous,” says Masteralexis.
“They get to pick the brains of industry innovators in small group
settings as well as develop relationships and network with them.”
An international program will be established as part of the gift to
support worldwide collaboration in sport management education.
Some of the archival materials will soon be digitized and

Star-Studded
Roster
With a gentleman’s handshake,
Mark H. McCormack began representing Arnold Palmer in 1959,
ushering in an era of multi-million
Arnold Palmer (left) and
dollar athletes and founding the
Mark H. McCormack in 1996.
multi-billion dollar sport management industry. McCormack was just shy of 30, and his
Cleveland-based company, IMG (originally International
Management Group), would soon represent two other golf
titans, Gary Player and Jack Nicklaus, winning them endorsement deals and sponsorships.
Building on his success in golf, McCormack shifted focus
to tennis, signing grand slam champion Rod “The Rocket”
Laver in 1968. Never complacent, McCormack expanded
IMG into other sports. The firm’s roster has included soccer’s Pelé; skier Jean-Claude Killy; runners Sebastian Coe,
Bill Rodgers, and Mary Decker Slaney; baseball stars Jim
Rice and Derek Jeter; football player Herschel Walker; and
basketball great Charles Barkley. McCormack pioneered
the systems used today to rank professional golf and tennis
players. IMG’s broadcast division is the world’s largest independent television sports production company and rights
distributor. In addition, McCormack wrote several bestsellers, including What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard
Business School.
Also among his talents was turning clients into friends.
“I think what Mark did arguably better than anyone else is
combine business acumen with great relationship building,”
says Jay Monahan ’96G, senior vice president for business
development for PGA Tours.
The affable McCormack often insisted on face-to-face
meetings with athletes and once they signed contracts his
advocacy was dogged. One year his client won the British
Open and was holding a bottle of champagne for a photographer. McCormack made sure the bottle was turned to
hide the label, preventing the golfer from granting a free
endorsement. In the case of Monica Seles, ranked number
one in women’s tennis in 1993, McCormack’s representation
exceeded expectations. After she was stabbed in the back
at a tournament, the tennis star stayed with his wife, Betsy
Nagelson McCormack, while recovering physically and
emotionally from the attack. Seles’s appreciative letters to
the McCormacks are in the collection.
summer 2011
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Steven Le, shown sandwiched between stacks of McCormack boxes stored in the basement of the W.E.B. Du Bois Library,
believes the collection will become a priceless resource for students and scholars across many disciplines.

john solem

made available on the library’s Special Collections website
of Management had a new dean. The two constants were Cox,
(www.library.umass.edu/spcoll/). Unlike other research
head of special collections, and Masteralexis, the sport manlibraries that wait until processing is complete before opening
agement department head. “I tended to be the cheerleader but
a collection to research, UMass Amherst makes new collections
we had incredible support on campus. The stars were aligned,”
available in real time. Following a rapid survey to identify the
notes Masteralexis.
contents and handle preservation and privacy concerns, the
The quest for the McCormack papers was not Masteralexis’s
McCormack collection will be made available for researchers
first attempt to acquire an archival collection. In 2007 she
almost immediately. Archivist Kirstin Kay has had a head start
learned that the papers of Albert Spalding, who founded sportin the process: McCormack and IMG created a database that
ing goods manufacturer Spalding, then based in Springfield,
lists boxes and their contents. The collection has the interest
Mass., sat in one of their warehouses. While Masteralexis
of scholars beyond sports and business. Robert
Cox, head of special collections, says, “There is a
The library’s cavernous 24th floor awaits 8,000 boxes of the McCormack
lot of material that speaks to race relations, the
archives. This spring the library received its first shipment of 500 boxes.
growth of women in the public sphere, mass
communications, and journalism. The collection
will draw partnerships with other academic
units around campus.”

The Winning Team
The synergy between the library and the sport
management department was crucial in winning
the McCormack gift. First, the campus had to
compete with other top sport management programs as well as Ivy League universities. During
the process, campus leadership changed in the office of chancellor and the provost and the School
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was in the process of making a case for the papers, the company was sold and the Spalding papers were off the market.
Her imagination fired, Masteralexis created a short wish list of
papers on sport innovation. Then came a momentous call on
February 20, 2008: a McCormack family representative asked
UMass Amherst to be one of five institutions to attend a New
York meeting to discuss an academic home for the papers. “Of
course I dropped everything I was doing,” recalls Masteralexis.
“As a student I had read Mark McCormack’s books and followed his career and knew the priceless value of the collection.”
The family suggested divvying up the collection among the
best institutions in sport management education. Masteralexis
and Cox had a better idea. They proposed keeping the collection intact to retain its value and make it easier for researchers
to study in a single spot. Next came a request for proposals issued to 20 institutions and two years of crafting a response,
evaluations, site meetings, and negotiations. The campus broke
the news of the gift in November 2010.
Todd McCormack, one of Mark McCormack’s sons and
a senior corporate vice president at IMG, told the press that
UMass was chosen as steward of his father’s papers based on
the collective strength of the sport management department,
the management school, and the library. He said, “This is a rare
combination of academic commitment, engagement with industry, and archival acumen.”

Top photo: Pelé signs with McCormack in the 1970s.
Above, from left: McCormack, Anne Quast, Arnold
Palmer, and Bob Hope at the 1962 Seattle Open.

john solem

Dancing to a New Tune

As a college student majoring in dance, Lisa (Pike) Masteralexis ’87
faced a common dilemma: should she stay in school or drop out and
stake a claim as a professional dancer in New York City? Never one
to view the world as black and white, Masteralexis, the quiet force
behind the acquisition of the Mark H. McCormack papers, stayed in
school but switched her major to sport management. “If I wasn’t going
to be on the stage in New York, I wanted to be on the business side of
sport and entertainment,” she recalled.
Finding sport management a perfect fit, Masteralexis decided to
complement her undergraduate education with a law degree. Then
came another fateful decision. She was set to practice law in New
York City with the National Labor Relations Board when she got
a call from Amherst, urging her to come back to campus to teach
sport law. “I expected to practice law for 10 or 15 years then make a
career shift,” says Masteralexis. She accepted the position based on
her student experiences, strong mentors, and commitment to public
higher education. A return to Amherst also brought her closer to her
childhood home in Huntington, one of the hilltowns west of Amherst.
After teaching for eight years, in 1998 Masteralexis was named
chair of the sport management department. Having begun in 1971, the
department is among the country’s oldest and today has 450 students
and 13 full-time faculty members. Masteralexis’s legacy is the transformation that will stem from the McCormack gift.
summer 2011
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Barite crystals from Baia Sprie,
Romania. Barite is unusually
heavy for a translucent mineral.

A professor’s mineral
kingdom comes to campus.
By Patricia Sullivan
Photos by John Solem

“You have to understand,” says Jane

Rausch, holding a sparkling amethyst from her late husband’s
collection, “I have absolutely no affinity for the rocks—none,
none whatsoever! But Marv just loved them; they were his life.”
And because Marv was her life (a friend teased her about
being “besotted”) and because the Rausches were a faculty
couple understanding of each other’s intellectual and artistic
enthusiasms, the rocks became part of Jane’s life too. Mineralfilled cabinets, shelves of mineral books, magazines, and collector’s paraphernalia stretched over the walls and even some
windows of the lower level of their home in Amherst’s Echo
Hill for much of their 30-year marriage.
The Marvin Rausch Mineral Collection, one of the finest
in the country, now has a new home in Morrill Science Center. Rausch, a chemistry professor, gave some specimens to the
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Geosciences department before he passed away in May 2008.
After his death, a longstanding family friend and fellow mineral collector made it possible for about 200 more specimens
to be donated to campus.
Geosciences professor and former department head
Michael L. Williams says, “We’re
just beginning to figure out how to
use these great gifts.” Part of the collection will be accessible in Rausch’s
own lighted cabinets in a teaching
lab; Williams plans to showcase
others in Morrill’s halls. “Thousands of students walk through
Morrill every day. We want to bring
Professor of Geosciences
Michael L. Williams
the collection to the students and

the wider public and have geosciences students involved in
creating backdrops and displays to explain the minerals. These
are eye-catching specimens. You can’t walk by and not have a
look.”
Although Rausch was a leading researcher in organometallic chemistry, his love for minerals wasn’t sparked by their
chemical properties. He classified his collection geographically and labeled specimens by name rather than chemical
formula. “He had ribbons and trophies for his minerals, but
he really collected them because he liked them,” says Williams.
While the Rausch Mineral Collection is broad in scope and includes rare specimens, Rausch believed in “going big” and so
his acquisitions are notable for their size (it takes two hands to
heft most) and striking colors.
Marvin Rausch began teaching at UMass Amherst in 1963
and became a full professor in 1968; Jane Rausch, a professor
of Latin American history, joined the faculty in 1969 and retired in May 2010. She continues to study Colombia’s Llanos
frontier and plays flute in a local orchestra. “I’m a humanist,
more interested in people than in rocks,” she says, “but just sitting in his office and looking at the minerals gave Marv pleasure. He would love knowing they will be seen.”

The dark mineral is Babingtonite, the state mineral of
Massachusetts. The green is prehnite and the white, calcite.
From the quarry at the Notch in Amherst.

Wulfenite, because of its lustrous orange or yellow color and
its striking tabular crystal shape, is very popular with mineral
collectors and geologists.

Pyrite was named in antiquity from the Greek “pyros” for
fire because sparks fly from it when hit with another mineral
or metal. It has also been called fool’s gold.

Selenite crystals from Murcia Province, Spain.
Selenite is the transparent and crystalline variety
of gypsum. Its name comes from Greek for moon
because of the glow of some crystals.

Calcite crystals with hematite inclusions from Hunan Province, China. Calcite is one of Earth’s more common minerals
and occurs in diverse settings and forms.
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Back in the Day
1952
1888

1938

1969

All Yearbooks Online
Is that you playing Twister in the 1987 Index? The UMass Amherst yearbook ceased publication in 2005, but it endures online in the W.E.B. Du Bois Library digital archives. Last year the
library digitized an entire set of yearbooks, beginning with the first Index from 1869. The 19212002 Stockbridge School’s yearbooks are online too.
To see who is immortalized playing Twister, relaxing on “Sylvan Beach,” or sporting a bad
hairstyle, go to http://bit.ly/onlineindex.
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You were. You are. UMASS.

2011 Distinguished
Alumni Awards
T

HE UMASS AMHERST Alumni Association recognized the outstanding accomplishments of this year’s Distinguished
Alumni Award recipients on April 13 at the Massachusetts State House. Recipients of this prestigious award have translated
their UMass Amherst experience into achievement in the public, business, or professional realm and bring honor to UMass
Amherst.
Jeffrey Blaustein ’73, ’75G, ’77PhD is the
division head of behavioral neuroscience with the Psychology Department
and the founding director of the Center
for Neuroendocrine Studies at UMass
Amherst. Blaustein’s research involves
the cellular processes by which steroid
hormones act in the brain to influence
behaviors and mental illness, including depression and anxiety, as well as
the role of stress during adolescence in
programming the response of the adult
brain to hormones.
Noel Anderson ’74, ’77G, ’80PhD is
vice president, worldwide analytical and technical insights at PepsiCo where he leads the analytical,
microbiological, documentation,
information management, and statistics functions as well as the beverage
applications team. In 2010, Anderson
was elected as an Institute of Food
Technologists Fellow for creating collaborations among industry, government, and international groups, and
for his work to promote continuums
between the academic and professional sectors.
Peter Trovato ’05 is the founder of the
Massachusetts Soldiers Legacy Fund,
a nonprofit organization that offers
educational assistance grants to the
children of fallen soldiers from Massachusetts. Since the fund’s inception
in 2005, Trovato has garnered the
support of hundreds of individual
donors and numerous corporations
and foundations to raise well over $3
million to help support the children of
fallen heroes.

Charles Desmond ’92EdD was appointed chair of the Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education in 2008 by
Governor Deval Patrick. The board
directs the goals and requirements
of delivering higher education programs, and oversees spending plans
and a statewide tuition program.

S. Lawrence Kocot ’82, ’86G is deputy
director of the Engelberg Center for
Health Care Reform and a visiting
fellow in the economic studies program at the Brookings Institution in
Washington, DC. He is examining
the challenges of access, quality, and
financing that face the U.S. health
care system.
William MacKnight is a William D.
Barrett Professor Emeritus of Polymer
Science and Engineering at UMass
Amherst. He joined the faculty in
1965 as a member of the Chemistry
Department, and became part of a
small group of faculty responsible for
creating the Polymer Science and Engineering program in 1966. The program
received departmental status in 1974.
D. Anthony Butterfield is Professor
Emeritus at the UMass Amherst Isenberg School of Management. During his
38-year tenure, he served as the Management Department chair, PhD program director, and from 2007 to 2009,
as interim dean. Butterfield was recently
a director of international management
conferences in Cape Town, Amsterdam,
and Rio de Janeiro, further raising the
profile of UMass Amherst.
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Alumni Clubs Help Fund
First-Year Students

F

Members of the Cape Cod Alumni Club include (back row, from left):

Skip Knowles ’57, Patty Williams ’64, Sandy Robinson ’73, Andrea Kane ’70,
Jan Maguire ’72, Jay Pacunas ’65, Brian Kennedy ’80, and Nancy Pollard ’66.
Front row, from left: Sally Smith ’66, Bob Pelosky ’55, Dick Smith ’66, and
Joe Sylvia ’57.

or the past 17 years, the Cape Cod Alumni Club has held
a golf tournament to raise scholarship funds for students
from Cape Cod attending UMass Amherst. In that time, the
club has awarded $170,000 in scholarship money. Spearheaded by Richard Steele ’57, the late Andrew Knowles ’57,
and Mary Ann (Skip) Knowles ’57, the golf tournament and luncheon has grown to more than 100 participants. Club Leaders
Sally and Richard Smith ’66 have coordinated the tournament
since 2006 and, along with a scholarship committee, select
10 recipients each year based on academic performance, extracurricular activities, and essays. “It’s a thrill to see the students’ faces, learn about their hopes and ambitions, and share
their excitement about going to the university in September,”
said Sally Smith.

The Mary Killeen Bennett Endowed Book Fund was established in 2010 by the Pioneer Valley Alumni Club
and Dr. John W. Bennett ’52 in memory of his wife. Mary Killeen Bennett ’93EdD was a professor at Springfield Technical Community College, founder and director of its human services department, and a long-time
president of the Greater Springfield Alumni Club. “As an educator, she always wanted to provide money for
students who couldn’t afford textbooks,” said Bennett of his wife. The fund will provide financial support for
public high school students from the Pioneer Valley who find that they do not have enough money to purchase
required textbooks during their first year at UMass Amherst.

HOMECOMING
Friday November 4 – Sunday November 6, 2011

Reconnect & Celebrate

Visit UMass.edu/Homecoming or
scan the QR code with your mobile
device for more information.
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You were. You are. UMASS.

Memorable Celebrations

F
The Class of 2011 celebrated
their upcoming graduation at
Commencement Ball.

ifty years separate the commencements of
the Class of 1961 and the Class of 2011, but last
spring both classes enjoyed Alumni Association
festivities celebrating their accomplishments and
promoting UMass Amherst pride!
The Alumni Association coordinated a weeklong series of fun events and activities for this
year’s graduating class that included: a wine and
cheese social at the Chancellor’s residence, horse
and carriage rides around campus, free hot dogs
and ice cream, and Commencement Ball. Members
of the Class of 1961 celebrated their 50th Reunion
with a Welcome Back Barbeque; tours of campus,
the library, and new facilities; breakfast with the
Chancellor; and a formal dinner dance.
Congratulations from your Alumni Association
for all that you have accomplished and for your
achievements yet to come.

You were. You are. UMASS.
The Class of 1961 gathered to
commemorate their 50th Reunion.

1
6
9
1

Students enjoyed horse
and carriage rides during
Senior Week and Reunion
Weekend attendees
toured campus on golf
carts.
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Back to New Orleans

T

hirty-three UMass Amherst alumni and
friends assembled in New Orleans for five
days in February for the Alumni Association’s
second home rebuilding service trip. In that
short time, the group worked on 15 homes still
in need of repair after Hurricane Katrina in
2005. As a result, these families are one step
closer to getting back into their homes, and our
group had a memorable and rewarding experience. Many thanks to our New Orleans home
rebuilding crew:
Simone Backstedt ’07
Denny Bro ’74
Anne Connelly ’84
Mary Custard ’82, ’87MEd
Debby Gaines ’72
Alex Gray ’10
Joe Guarino ’97
Lori Hahn ’07
Maddie Hobbs and friend John Ferrante
Debby Jackson ’73
Larissa Jones ’04 and friend Cassidy Arnold
Allan Kaplan ’73, ’76MS
Kathy Kelley ’07MPH
Judy Kelly ’74, ’81MS
Lois Levick ’63
Jamie Loo ’03 and friend Suzanne O’Toole
Andy Michaud ’68
Susan Morgensztern ’71 and friend Marsha Alter
Richard Peltier ’68 and wife Janice
Sean Pringle ’05 and Sarah Pringle ’05
Talib Sadiq ’02
Armand Provencal
Xiangli Quin ’99
Josh Rhein ’08
Amy Sincoff ’85
Richard Tomczyk ’74
Chelsea Trow ’09

Allan Kaplan ’73, ’76MS
removes warped
floorboards.

Judy Kelly ’74, Simone Backstedt ’07, Lois Levick ’63 scrapes a
Cassidy Arnold, and Larissa Jones ’04 house exterior.
finish painting a house interior.

You were students, but now
You are Alumni Association members because
UMASS made a difference in your life.
Show your UMass pride —
invest in your Alumni Association.

Visit UMassAlumni.com or scan the
QR code with your mobile device to invest!
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You were. You are. UMASS.
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UMassPeople
Alumni Aloft

I

High Praise,
No Jocha

C

omposer, performer, sound
designer, and music educator
Tony Lechner ’93, ’97G recently did
himself and the Pioneer Valley proud
when his song Mocha Maya took the
grand prize in the jazz song category
in this year’s international John Lennon Songwriting Contest. The contest’s judges included such musical
heavyweights as Bob Weir, Jesse Harris, Natasha Bedingfield, Teairra Mari,
Fergie of the Black Eyed Peas, the
Bacon Brothers, and the Veronicas.
Mocha Maya went on to win a Lennon
Award in the jazz category (putting it
in competition with winners in other
categories to be named Maxell Song
of the Year) and to take the grand
prize in the instrumental category
in this year’s Billboard/Starmaker
WorldWide Song Contest. The song
is named for one of Lechner’s regular
musical venues, Mocha Maya’s coffeehouse in Shelburne Falls, 20 miles
from Amherst, and can be heard on
YouTube or at www.TonyLechner.com.
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N THE COCKPIT of an American
Airlines Boeing 757 flying from JFK
in New York to the Dominican Republic, the three pilots discovered that they
were all UMass Amherst grads. “How
crazy is that?” asks First Officer Larry
Barnard ’82.
Barnard was an HRTA student and
after a brief stint in the restaurant business, served 21 years in the Air Force,
including active duty during the Gulf
War. He met International First Officer
Pete Curtin ’83 (also a Gulf War vet) in
the Air Force. The friends live near each
other in South Jersey.
Curtin studied environmental science but it was his UMass scuba classes
that gave him the idea to join the military. He served seven years in the Air
Force before going to work for American Airlines in 1991, on the same day as
Barnard.
Captain Dave Church ’77 studied
forestry, then traveled the world as a
Navy pilot for seven years. After marrying lacrosse player Evelyn Sneeden ’77
and starting a family, he went to work
for American Airlines in 1987.
The three pilots flew a new GPSbased approach instead of a groundbased approach into Punta Cana. Air-

Alumni pilots, from left:
Pete Curtin, Dave Church,
and Larry Barnard.

ports in the United States are only just
beginning to transition to GPS, explains
Barnard, and although the crew had all
qualified to fly it, only Church had executed it before, and only once.
“We did it perfectly, through teamwork,” Barnard says.
During the return flight the pilots
compared notes on dorms, Halloween
parties, and famous hangouts, including
the Drake, the Blue Wall, and the Pub.
Barnard recalled seeing The Cars perform on campus. Curtin remembered
the karate team and the fun of underwater hockey.
For Church, the flight brought back
a perfect UMass Amherst day: May 1,
1977. He and a friend drove up to Killington, Vermont, having heard that
skiing was free that day. It wasn’t, so the
penniless students hiked up the mountain with their skis, sat in the sun, then
took one run down. Once back in Amherst, they swam in Puffer’s Pond and
that night went to a free concert at Orchard Hill.
“It was one of those great spring
days when, after hibernating all winter,
the students come out,” Church recalls.
“There’s nothing like it.”

Hope in a Year of Turmoil

I

N 1967 LARRY PAROS ’55 was hired to direct the Yale
Summer High School, a four-year-old program designed
to find underprivileged minority men (Yale then being all
male) willing to wholeheartedly embrace the university’s
traditional role as a breeding ground of conservative upperechelon leadership. Paros
had other ideas, and in the
summer of 1968 he made
the program an audacious
experiment in diversity
that drew some 150 poor,
underperforming male
and female students from
across the country—
black, white, Latino, Native American, and Asian American. They were smart, Paros
says, “but weren’t achieving because they were questioning the
way things were.”
In that most fraught of summers—shortly after the assassinations of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy, and
in the midst of urban rioting and rising debate over the war

in Viet Nam—the students
analyzed some of the classics of Western literature in
the light of what they had
experienced growing up
and now saw happening
all around them. The result
was messy and sometimes anarchic but profoundly life-changing for the students, who in large numbers went on to careers
in academia, government, and business. Yale, however, had had
enough: it let Paros go and briefly restored the program to its
original mission before quietly phasing it out.
As producer and co-director of the documentary Walk
Right In: The Story of the Yale Summer High School, Paros has
now made a moving record of that class of 1968. The 86-minute film features interviews with two dozen of the students and
their former teachers and tutors, and Paros hopes it will serve
as a counterbalance to the tenor of our time.
“There is cynicism today,” he says. “In 1968 there was despair, but there was also hope.” The documentary has its own
website, www.walkrightinthemovie.com.

Pizza on the Ramparts

B

ACK IN FEBRUARY and March, as Wisconsin state workers filled the Capitol in
Madison to protest Governor Scott Walker’s assault on their collective bargaining
rights, the city’s two Ian’s Pizza parlors drew international attention. It all began one
night when the State Street Ian’s, down the block from the Capitol, sent some leftovers
for the protestors to enjoy. Local supporters got wind of it and began phoning in Capitol-bound orders. In no time Twitter and Facebook were abuzz with donations from
every U.S. state and 70 countries around the world. At the peak of the frenzy Ian’s had
to cut off daily orders at the $25,000 mark, the most it could handle. Worldwide media, including Time, Slate, and London’s The Guardian, took notice.
Overlooked was a UMass Amherst connection: company founder Ian Gurfield ’99
served his pizza apprenticeship in the Pioneer Valley—first at Pinocchio’s, in
Northampton, and then at that most revered of Amherst institutions, Antonio’s, on
North Pleasant Street. Founded in 1991, Antonio’s is renowned for its innovative
toppings, which include every type of chicken, beef, pork, and seafood as well as
rice and beans, potato, pico de gallo, avocado, tortellini—well, you get the picture.
Pizza purists may choke with rage, but two decades of UMass students haven’t
been able to get enough of the stuff.
After leaving Antonio’s 10 years ago, Gurfield transplanted the basic Antonio’s
concept to Wisconsin. The State Street Ian’s, source of the lion’s share of the Capitol deliveries, has been franchised, but in addition to the second Madison site
there are Ian’s parlors in Milwaukee and Chicago, and the quest for new toppings
never ceases. The mac-and-cheese slice is a steady frontrunner, but Ian’s is always willing to crank out Chicago hot dog pizzas, chili cheese Frito pizzas, and
any other concoction that captures its employees’ fevered imaginations.
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A blackboard in the State Street
Ian’s listed the nations from which
came donations to feed protesting
Wisconsin state workers.

In Memoriam
1920s
Emil J. Corwin ’25, 3/15/2011, Chevy Chase, MD

1930s

West Palm Beach, FL

Mildred (Hovey) Crowell ’35, 1/30/2011, Brevard, NC
Betsy (Worden) Elliott ’36, 1/2/2011, Beverly
Annah (Flynn) Mackin ’36, 5/6/2011, Greenfield
Maida L. Riggs ’36, 2/27/2011, Amherst
Henry S. Kushlan ’37, 4/14/2011, Redwood City, CA
Maxwell Pyenson ’38, 12/27/2010, Otis
H. Gardner Andersen ’39, 2/16/2011, Hillsboro, NH
Margaret E. (Truran) Angelini ’39, 5/22/2011, 		

Jacksonville, FL

Eleanor L. (Sheehan) Bart ’39, 5/5/2011, Florence
Arthur D. Broadfoot ’39, 2/16/2011, Hockessin, DE
David H. Johnson ’39, 12/17/2010, Suffield, CT
Parker E. Lichtenstein ’39, 1/24/2011, Leesburg, FL
Clifford E. Lippincott ’39, 12/11/2010, Pelham
Margery D. (Damon) Thoms ’39, 2/5/2011, 		

Cambridge

1940s

Normand R. Laporte ’50, 3/4/2011, Acushnet
Gordon J. Muise ’50, 4/30/2011, Westboro
Nestor Nicholeris ’50, ’51G, 1/17/2011, Ventura, CA
John P. Nionakis ’50, 5/17/2011, Hingham
Robert E. Putnam ’50, 3/27/2011, Marietta, OH
John T. Webber ’50, 3/28/2011, Danvers
Walter G. Weisse ’50, 12/11/2010, East Longmeadow
Ruth S. (Davenport) Crowell ’51, 4/27/2011,

Floyd, NY

Robert C. Hansen ’51, 1/6/2011, Liverpool, NY
Grace F. (Feener) Holmes ’51, 1/20/2011, West Linn, OR
Walter T. Kenney, Jr. ’51, 12/16/2010, Naples, FL
J. Albert Lariviere ’51, 5/12/2011, Granby
William L. Luchini ’51, 11/26/2010, South Hadley
Alice M. (O’Donnell) McCarthy ’51, 12/11/2010, 		

Canton, OH

Andrew G. Miller ’51, 4/3/2011, Dunedin, FL
Frances S. (Smith) Monroe ’51, 12/31/2010, 		

Leicester, VT

Richard F. Blake ’40, 1/23/2011, Milford, CT
Irma M. (Malm) Hasenfus ’40, 5/15/2011, Keene, NH
Ralph B. Hill ’40, 12/19/2010, Cohasset
John D. Neville ’40, 5/9/2011, Gardner
Dorothy J. (Rourke) Vancamp ’40, 2/8/2011,

Las Vegas, NV

William H. Hardy ’41, 11/26/2010,

Ormond Beach, FL

Sumner Z. Kaplan ’41, 3/22/2011, Jamaica Plain
Alan Silverman ’41, 3/1/2011, Newton
Daniel R. Carter ’42, 12/22/2010, Marblehead
Marion R. (Avery) MacCormack ’42, 3/18/2011, 		

Watsonville, CA

Eugene E. Putala ’42, ’50, ’52G, 4/1/2011,

Clinton, NY

Wendell E. Brown ’43, 4/1/2011, Cupertino, CA
Mary (Holton) Race ’43, 3/7/2011, Presque Isle, ME
Patrick G. Santin ’43, 1/21/2011, Danvers
John S. White ’43, 3/5/2010, Newton Centre
Dorothy L. (Maraspin) Vetterling ’44, 1/8/2011,

Barnstable

Ruth S. (Symonds) Zak ’44, 2/7/2011, Amherst
Priscilla B. (Bradford) Rivers ’45, 12/26/2010, 		

Orange

Edwin H. LaMontagne, Jr. ’46, 12/1/2010,

West Brookfield

Donald E. Rowley ’46, 2/17/2011, Greenfield
James E. Falvey ’47, 5/20/2011, Bay City, MI
Samuel K. Gove ’47, 1/28/2011, Urbana, IL
Donald B. Walker ’47, 1/10/2011, Cataumet
Anita M. (Mann) Corliss ’48, 11/11/2010,

West Memphis, AR

Eino E. Niinimaki ’48, 4/13/2011, Westminster
Donald O. Shanley ’48, 11/22/2010, Attleboro
Wayne A. Suriner ’48, 2/18/2011, Middlefield
Paul R. Wilson ’48, 11/29/2010, Medway
David W. Cuff ’49, 3/8/2011, Chepachet, RI
Nancy C. (Ford) Helms ’49, 03/15/2011, Damascus, MD
Richard J. Legrand ’49, 1/21/2011, Santa Barbara, CA
Peter J. Mozden ’49, 1/4/2011, Newton Centre

1950s
John R. Barry ’50, 3/27/2011, Hawthorne, CA
John F. Byrne ’50, 4/15/2011, Oak Ridge, TN
Merwin R. Casden ’50, 4/16/2011, Longmeadow
James M. Cassidy ’50, 4/14/2011, North Andover
Michael C. Gaffney ’50, 7/5/2010, Berwyn, IL
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Michael Hadala ’50, 3/17/2011, Swansea
Norman R. Hallowell ’50, 3/01/2011, Greenville, SC
Donald A. Jameson ’50, 02/24/2011, Glenmont, NY
Walter B. Kozloski ’50, 4/17/2011,
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Robert F. Paul ’51, 1/1/2011, Mashpee
Gilbert C. Schoales ’51, 1/15/2011, Winchendon
Harvey G. Segal ’51, 1/11/2011, Kolonia, Pohnpei, 		

Federated States of Micronesia

Charles C. Baker ’52, 11/14/2010, Northampton
Joanne E. (Brandreth) Blanchard ’52, 1/27/2011, 		

New Boston, NH

Martin S. Cryan ’52, 11/24/2010, Pittsboro, NC
Calvin M. Farnsworth ’52, 1/1/2011, Chichester, NH
E. Stuart Mitchell ’52, 1/21/2011, Portland, CT
Barbara (Stevens) Patterson ’52, 4/27/2011, 		

Sarasota, FL

Eugene J. Ryan ’52, 3/26/2011, Westminster
Edith C. (Jones) Smiley ’52, 5/7/2011, Providence, RI
Astrid H. (Hanson) Thalheimer ’52, 2/28/2011, Natick
Louise R. (Rice) Dandelske ’53, ’57G, 11/23/2010,

Amherst

Arnold Gurwitz ’53, ’55G, 1/15/2011, Worcester
Harry D. Lyons, Jr. ’53, 2/8/2011, Sarasota, FL
Laurence I. Miller ’53, 4/27/2011, Mill Valley, CA
Trevor Robinson ’53G, 5/12/2011, Amherst
Donald A. Young ’53, 3/10/2011, Nesquehoning, PA
James J. Devaney ’54, 6/1/2011, Jupiter, FL
John J. Dillon ’54, 1/17/2011, Framingham
Regina V. (Bianchi) Frabotta ’54, 3/26/2011, Milford
Allen L. Shumway ’54, 1/9/2011,

West Brandywine, PA

Milton C. Taft ’54, 6/10/2011, Bonita Springs, FL
Edwin F. White ’54, 12/9/2010, Lovell, ME
Donald F. Adeletti ’55, 12/16/2010, Longmeadow
Joseph P. Bigelow, Jr. ’55, 2/28/2011, Lunenburg
Robert J. Gallagher ’55, 7/17/2010, Silver Spring, MD
Elizabeth A. (Sweeny) Harvey ’55, 1/10/2011, Hingham
Lorraine Beroll ’56, 8/25/2010, West Palm Beach, FL
Sandra K. (Kelley) Callaghan ’56, 11/28/2010, Bourne
Kenneth S. Chickering, Jr. ’56, 5/14/2011, Dudley
George E. Constantino, Jr. ’56, 11/23/2010, Cummaquid
Franklin R. Cushing ’56, 4/12/2011, South Hadley
Hugh B. Dakers ’56, 1/19/2011, Kennebunkport, ME
Joanne L. (Riley) DeGroot ’56, 2/10/2011, Harwich
Richard W. Field ’56, 12/9/2010, Astoria, OR
Harvey D. Freed ’56, 1/11/2011, Averill Park, NY
Walter C. Frye, Jr. ’56, 2/5/2011, Marshfield
Peter S. Kules ’56, 12/19/2010, Lexington, Kentucky
Cynthia S. (Shedd) Lanphear ’56, 1/27/2011, 		

Topsham, ME

Barbara (King) Rupprecht ’56, 1/15/2011, Pittsfield
S. Victor Savino ’56, 3/10/2011, Albuquerque, NM

William J. Donovan ’57, 5/06/10, Mechanicsville, VA
William H. McCarry, Jr. ’57, 11/20/2010,

Old Saybrook, CT

Paul H. McGuinness ’57, 2/3/2011, Bristol, VT
James M. Sanders, Jr. ’57, 4/26/2011, Sanford, ME
Nancy E. (Valenti) Carr ’58, 5/1/2011, Celebration, FL
Mary K. Crane ’58G, 4/5/2011, Florence
Raymond R. Freeman III ’58, 3/3/2011, Champlain, NY
Richard A. Guglielmi ’58, 11/27/2010, East Falmouth
Richard G. Haas ’58, 12/13/2010, Montague
Marilyn B. (Quirk) Shanahan ’58, 1/8/2011, Raleigh, NC
Werner Sohn ’58, 12/28/2010, Methuen
Robert H. Sturtevant ’58, 12/19/2010, Edmond, OK
David B. Clark ’59, 12/7/2010, Horseheads, NY
Ronald T. Hwalek ’59, 4/19/2011, Broad Brook, CT
Richard J. McCabe ’59, 4/1/2011, Springfield
John R. McGreal ’59, 3/31/2011, East Longmeadow
Carl O. Richardson, Jr. ’59, 12/8/2010, Framingham
Ernest E. Sadler, Jr. ’59, ’61G, 1/13/2011, Anaheim, CA
Raymond A. Stockley ’59, 3/25/2011, Dudley
Nancy (Wilkinson) Tero ’59, 2/21/2011, Tulsa, OK

1960s
Robert R. Eichorn ’60, 1/3/2011, North Adams
David A. Jayes ’60, 12/26/2010, Brewster
William C. Manuel ’60, 12/17/2010, Collegeville, PA
Francis T. Pelchar ’60, 5/5/2011, Ellenton, FL
Richard J. Riley ’60, 12/6/2010, Sudbury
Philip F. Williams ’60, 1/4/2011, Knoxville, TN
Ricardo Eng ’61G, 3/9/2011, Moorestown, NJ
John H. Getter ’61, 3/2/2011, Foxboro
Judith N. (Nolet) Williams-Thornton ’61, 5/15/2010,

Yarmouthport

Judith A. (Zaleski) Brodeur ’62, 4/1/2011,

Las Vegas, NV

Herbert T. Homme ’62G, 2/14/2011, Amherst
Allen E. Peterson, Jr. ’62, ’64G, 2/5/2011,

East Sandwich

Harold E. Russell ’62, 4/20/2011, Charlton
Donald C. Black ’63, 12/19/2010, Strafford, NH
Charles D. Lyman ’63, 2/2/2011, Turners Falls
Richard H. Stephan ’63, 9/21/2010, Swampscott
Daniel W. Bousquet ’64, 11/29/2010,

Essex Junction, VT

Michael C. Greason ’64, 3/8/2011, Catskill, NY
Margaret A. (Pitoniak) Olson ’64, ’65G, 4/15/2011,

Hartsdale, NY

Lee J. Glushien ’65, 1/19/2011, Springfield
Daniel G. Laakso ’65, 1/4/2011, Athol
Ralph H. Trussell ’65, 11/12/2010, Bertram, TX
Richard L. Cardiff ’66, 1/16/2011, Framingham
Albert F. Lefebvre, Jr. ’66G, 3/5/2011, Greenwich, CT
Donna L. Needham ’66, 3/19/2011, Truro
Vincent G. Puglielli ’66G, ’70G, 3/11/2011,

Madison, WI

Louis J. Roberts ’66, 4/24/2011, Becket
Judith A. Connelly ’67, 12/6/2010, Quincy
Kathryn Manix Walz ’67, 1/20/2011,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Karen L. Shelley ’67, ’82G, 12/25/2010, Northampton
Samuel I.A. Anderson ’68G, 1/22/2011, Barnstable
Normand J. Begnoche ’68G, 2/28/2011, Highgate, VT
Mary Hawks ’68, ’74G, 2/9/2011, Deerfield
James J. Minges ’68G, 11/22/2010, Farmington, CT
David W. Morrison ’68G, 1/6/2011, Richmond
Paul J. Clifford ’69, 3/24/2011, Hadley
Jeannette G. Fontaine ’69G, 2/1/2010, South Chatham
Sandra J. (Robinson) Harder ’69, 4/25/2011,

Old Saybrook, CT

Sandra B. (Gewinner) Perry ’69G, 3/6/2011, Brewster
Francis G. Simanski ’69, 5/11/2011, Fiskdale

1970s
Robert P. Dromgoole ’70G, 3/31/2011, Westford
Maureen M. Hicks ’70G, 3/29/2011, Northampton
Richard C. Pepin ’70, 5/21/2011, Bristol, TN
Peter K. Prybot ’70, 4/3/2011, Lanesville
Marilyn J. (Berger) Abkowitz ’71, 1/23/2011,

Raymond, NH

Joe P. Hollingsworth ’71, 1/23/2011,

Albuquerque, NM

Stanley R. Sadowski ’71, 5/25/2010, Wake Forest, NC
Robert R. Churinske ’72, 4/19/2011, Bernardston
John F. Healy ’72G, 4/3/2011, Sterling
Christopher J. Hodson ’72, 1/11/2011,

Hampstead, NH

John D. Knell ’72G, 11/28/2010, Rockville, MD
Charlene A. (Brown) Lea ’72G, ’77G, 1/25/2011,

Hadley

Timothy P. McCarthy ’72, 3/26/2011, Easthampton
James M. Warchol ’72, 3/25/2011, Knoxville, TN
Janice M. Weeks ’72G, 2/27/2011, Underhill, VT
Thomas A. Bridges ’73, 12/6/2010, Springfield
Richard E. Brooks ’73, 04/25/2011, Rutland
Prescott A. Brown ’73, ’74, 1/1/2011,

Saratoga Springs, NY

George C. Camara ’73G, 3/1/2011, West Springfield
Melanie J. Hadsell ’73, 5/4/2011, El Segundo, CA
William B. Hunt ’73, 2/15/2011, Middleboro
John D. Kuczer ’73, 5/5/2011, Milford
Lynne (Sevigny) O’Connell ’73, 3/8/2011, Lynn
Palma Wilson ’73, 3/30/2011, Haydenville
J. Collyer Rondeau ’74, 4/14/2011, Bismarck, ND
A. Richard Taylor ’74G, 4/23/2011, Springfield
James B. Thomann ’74G, 4/11/2011, Reston, VA
Leonard Booker ’75, 12/27/2010, West Springfield
David B. Carleton ’75, 7/1/2010, Tampa, FL
Joan Curello-Davis ’75G, 8/17/2010, Teaneck, NJ
Elizabeth M. (McDonald) Falk ’75, 1/1/2011,

Princeton

Robert D. Greenlee ’75, 4/19/2011, Hamden, CT
Marjorie P. Lenn ’75G, ’78G, 10/16/2010,

Alexandria, VA

Alan F. Mucha ’75, 2/5/2011, Ashland
John L. Poulin ’75, 5/2/2011, Westfield
Sheila M. (Marcaurele) Rausch ’75, 4/24/2011,

Kailua, HI

Willie F. Sistrunk ’75, 4/16/2011, Pittsfield
William E. Taylor ’75G, ’86H, 12/28/2010,

Bronx, NY

Scott A. Andrew ’76, 1/12/2011, Centerville
Robert A. Keyes ’76, 5/30/2010, Reno, NV
Warren R. Keyes ’76, 4/18/2011, Westboro
James E. O’Connell ’76G, 4/28/2011, Pittsfield
William G. Perkins ’76G, ’78G, 4/23/2011,

Wadsworth, Ohio

David H. Simser ’76, 11/26/2010, Marstons Mills
Craig H. Sperry ’76, 3/20/2011, Lompoc, CA
William L. Thane ’76, 11/21/2010, Shelburne Falls
M. Candice Ward ’76G, 10/27/2010, Pittsburgh, PA
Wayne D. Fritz ’77, 5/9/2011, Montague
Stephen M. Macaulay ’77, 1/10/2011, Wellesley Hills
Robert D. Paquette ’77, 5/27/2011, Sunderland
Miriam K. (Collins) Cavanaugh ’78G, 3/23/2011,

Sharon Copeland ’79, 2/12/2011, Pittsfield
Anna P. Dahl ’79, 3/21/2011, Sheffield
Faye Goldberg-Scheff ’79, 2/5/2011, Lincoln
Daryl D. Grosvenor ’79, 4/9/2011, Ludlow
Mary E. Hart ’79, 11/24/2010, Holyoke
John G. Reese ’79, 11/21/2010, Endwell, NY

1980s
Douglas T. Capra ’80, 1/19/2011, Cambridge
Clarence E. Moses ’80, 5/30/2010, Boston
Michael S. Cohen ’81, 2/27/2011, Colleyville, TX
Ronald W. Johnson ’81, ’85G, 12/17/2010, Ashfield
Susan A. Garvey ’82, 2/23/2011, Norfolk, VA
Gregory D. Ling ’83G, 4/3/2011, Stevensville, MT
Judith C. Rugg ’83, 5/13/2011, Brewster
Steven J. Casker ’84, 1/7/2011, Hampton Falls, NH
Michael C. Lavoie ’84, 4/24/2011, Lynn
Donna A. McDonald ’84, 3/14/2011, Hooksett, NH
James M. Rice ’84, 5/7/2011, Whitinsville
Brian J. Carne ’85, 2/7/2011, Windham, NH
Patricia M. McConnell ’85, 12/3/2010, Worcester
David L. Pollock ’85, 3/12/2011, Providence, RI
Eleanor D. Reardon ’85, 3/17/2011, Westfield
Arlene G. (Market) Ashby ’86G, 4/16/2011,

Greenfield

Mary L. Crumlin ’86G, 1/21/2011, Cotuit
Ivan I. Hazard ’86, 4/26/2011, Richland, NJ
Marcia J. Guay ’87, 1/1/2011, Lincoln
Kevin N. Sheehan ’87, 5/3/2011, Denver, CO
Ronald E. Cormier, Jr. ’88, 4/26/2011,

faculty
Dr. Mary L. Crumlin ’86G, 01/21/2011, Cotuit
Ms. Louise R. (Rice) Dandelske ’53, ’57G, 		

11/23/2010, Amherst

Dr. William F. Field ’89H, 05/22/2011, South Hadley
Dr. Judy K. Flohr ’96G, 04/23/2011, Belchertown
Prof. David R. Hayes, 04/10/2011, Athol
Ms. Maureen M. Hicks ’70G, 03/29/2011, 		

Northampton

Prof. James E.A. John, 11/28/2010, Medina, OH
Prof. Lewis M. Killian, 11/20/2010, Pensacola, FL
Prof. William G. Kornegay, 02/05/2011, Sunderland
Prof. Walter P. Kroll, 05/01/2011, Hadley
Prof. Eugene E. Putala ’42 ’50, ’52G, 04/01/2011, 		

Clinton, NY

Dr. Robert E. Putnam ’50, 03/27/2011, Marietta, OH
Prof. Harold L. Raush, 04/20/2011, Northampton
Prof. Maida L. Riggs ’36, 02/27/2011, Amherst
Prof. Trevor Robinson ’53G, 05/12/2011, Amherst
Dr. Andrew A. Sorensen, 04/17/2011, Columbus, OH
Prof. Marcel Vanpee, 02/03/2011, Amherst
Ms. Barbara (Johnson) White, 01/05/2011,

South Hadley

Dr. Jack K. Wolf, 05/12/2011, La Jolla, CA
Dr. Felice D. Yeskel ’91G, 01/11/2011, Amherst
Dr. Bert M. Zuckerman, 03/05/2011, Yarmouth, ME

West Bridgewater

Robert M. Gauthier ’88G, 12/7/2010, Monterey
John E. Cosseboom ’89, 1/4/2011, Grafton
Christine M. (Roy) Donohoe ’89, 2/20/2011,

Northborough

1990s
Christopher C. DeCarlo ’90, 11/21/2010,

East Longmeadow

Christian M. Flynn ’91, 2/23/2011,

South Windsor, CT

Joseph P. Langlais ’91, 3/30/2011, Peru
Felice D. Yeskel ’91G, 1/11/2011, Amherst
Peter A. Falvey ’92G, ’94G, 4/2/2011, Kingston, NY
Joseph J. Kuzmeskus ’92, 11/27/2010, Shelburne
Paul P. Landers ’92, 2/14/2011, Jessup, MD
Mark A. Carbone ’93, 6/27/2011, Belmont
Christopher H. Farmer ’93, 4/17/2010,

Olympia, WA

Paul S. O’Leary ’93, ’98G, ’11G, 3/29/2011,

Springfield

Alyssa M. Owens ’93, 6/10/2010, Kalamazoo, MI
Jeremy S. Reichman ’93, 4/6/2011, Natick
Seth W. Fancher ’95, 4/4/2011, Spencer
David J. Styles ’95G, 10/27/2010, Fairfax, VA
Judy K. Flohr ’96G, 4/23/2011, Belchertown
Lynne E. (Sylvester) Gosselin ’97G, 4/20/2011,

South Deerfield

Bethany Pacheco-Brum ’98, 3/6/2011, New Bedford
Anthony E. Maffuccio ’99, 12/8/2010, Chicopee
Jason J. Pierangeli ’99, ’01, 12/30/2010, Wales

West Springfield

Pauline C. (Cameron) Davenport ’78, 4/13/2011,

2000s

Catherine F. Hosmer ’78G, 4/25/2011, Naples, FL
Stephen T. Makowski ’78, 3/19/2011, Holyoke
Anne D. Pasquino ’78G, 2/6/2011, Westfield
Leslie N. Randall ’78, 11/3/2010, Westminster, MD
Milo M. Williams, Jr. ’78G, 1/18/2011, Shutesbury
Dean G. Brouillette ’79, 1/8/2011, Irmo, SC

Katherine E. Forrestall ’01, 3/11/2011, Greenfield
Paul C. Lynch, Jr. ’04, 11/22/2010, Knoxville, TN
Nicholas N. Silvestri ’06, 5/3/2011, Jupiter, FL
Ross R. Hauptman ’08, 12/2/2010, Pepperell
Jaclyn J. King ’08, 5/8/2011, Collinsville, CT
Mark J. Harney ’11, 12/13/2010, Shrewsbury

Athol
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Donald W. Katzner
At the Edge of Camelot
(Oxford University Press, 2011)

P

ROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS Donald W. Katzner
sometimes misses the tumult that rocked his
department in the mid-1970s. “It’s still exciting and
creative,” he says. “But it’s not as intense. It’s in the very
nature of a period of extremely vigorous intellectual
activity that it cannot last long.”
As one of the few full-time economics faculty members remaining from that era, Katzner
has documented the history of the department from 1965 to 1981, including the conflicts that
erupted when a group of Marxian economists, known as the Radical Package, replaced traditional economics faculty members. As Katzner writes, the hiring of such radical thinkers by
a major public university was unprecedented; many Americans considered Marxian analysis
both subversive and dangerous. His history places the story of the departmental upheaval in
the context of the social disorder of the time.
Katzner, a traditional mathematics-focused economist, joined the faculty in 1975, intrigued
at the prospect of working alongside the Marxians. Just a year later, his colleagues took note
of his equanimity and named him department chair, charged with ending political infighting.
Katzner brings the fair-mindedness he applied to that difficult task to the pages of this fascinating history.
Now that the left-leaning department has overcome its internal tensions, there is no longer
yelling on the 10th floor of Thompson Hall. “It’s a comfortable and stimulating place to work,”
Katzner says, “but for a short while we were close to perfection.We were at the edge of Camelot.”
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Bookmarks
Gayle Gerberth Macklem
’63, Evidence-Based School
Mental Health Services: Affect
Education, Emotion Regulation Training, and Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy (Springer Science+Business Media LLC). This book offers
a best-practices approach
to providing effective mental health services at school,
drawing on a widely used
three-tiered public health
model to create a system that
addresses the emotional and
behavioral needs of students
most at risk.
H. Roy Kaplan ’68G, ’71G,
The Myth of Post-Racial
America: Search for Equality in the Age of Materialism
(Rowman and Littlefield
Education). Kaplan’s book
traces the history of race and
racism in the United States
and demonstrates how these
concepts become integral
parts of American society
as revealed through contemporary disparities in health
care, education, criminal justice, housing, and wealth.
Robert Southard ’68, Conscious Living Made Easy (O
Books). A guide to living
a full and rewarding life. It
encourages readers to take
control and responsibility
for living life in the present,
appreciate life as they live it,
and to set a realistic path in
life for themselves.
Wayne Soini ’71, Gloucester’s
Sea Serpent (History Press).
In August 1817, a sea serpent
swam into Gloucester harbor
and played hide-and-seek for
three weeks while hysteria
ensued in the town. Historian Wayne Soini reveals a
treasure-trove of details behind this mystery.

Ralph Pallotta ’76, One Day
in Mudville (AuthorHouse).
A box seat at some of the
most interesting games in
baseball history.
J.R. Greene ’77, From Valley to Quabbin: 1938–1946
(Athol Press). The story of
the last months of human
habitation in the Swift River
Valley before it was flooded to create the Quabbin
Reservoir.
Margaret Robison ’78G, The
Long Journey Home (Spiegel
& Grau/Random House). An
accomplished poet and author, Robison tells the painful but uplifting story of a
woman trapped by social
convention in a time when
escaping cultural expectations was harder than most
can remember.

historian, helped her hospitalized niece travel the world
through art while undergoing treatment for leukemia.
Mary Chaffee ’83,’03H,
Policy and Politics in Nursing and Health Care (Elsevier
Saunders Publishing, sixth
edition). This book unravels
the complexities of the health
system and describes how
nurses can use policy and
politics to drive change in an
effort to improve the effectiveness, quality, and safety
of health care.
Herbert Ramy ’87, Succeeding in Law School (Carolina
Academic Press). A resource
to help new students acclimate to the rigors of law
school.

Sara S. Wolff ’81G, Vital Aging: Seven Years of Building
Community and Enhancing
Health (Levellers Press of
Amherst). Six weeks of exploring aging with a group at
the senior center in Amherst,
Mass., led to seven years of
discoveries.

Jim Cahillane ’89, ’97G,
On History’s Front Steps:
One Irish Clan’s Exploits in
Northampton, Massachusetts,
“The Paradise of America”
(Florence Poets Society). An
Irish American émigré’s story, told by the eldest son who,
along with his extended family, lived in the shadow of a
driven man.

Suzanne Sweeney Reilly
’82G, A Red Tide in Winter
(AuthorHouse). Reilly, an art

Felice Cohen ’92, What Papa
Told Me (Dividends Press).
A memoir about the author’s

grandfather, a young Polish
Jew and Holocaust survivor,
whose courage and sheer will
to live helped him survive
eight different labor and concentration camps.
John S. Burk ’93, The Wildlife of New England: Where
to Find, Appreciate, and
Photograph Animals of the
Northeast (University of New
Hampshire Press). Where
are you most likely to spot a
moose, black bear, or otter in
the wild?
Bill Danielson ’90, ’95G, Still
Speaking of Nature: Further
Explorations in the Natural
World (State University of
New York Press). Danielson
teaches biology, chemistry,
and physics at Pittsfield High
School. His “Speaking of Nature” column is published
weekly in the Albany Times
Union and the Greenfield
Recorder.
Raymond S. Bradley, Global
Warming and Political Intimidation: How Politicians
Cracked Down on Scientists
as the Earth Heated Up (University of Massachusetts
Press). The University Distinguished Professor in the
Department of Geosciences
and director of the Climate

System Research Center at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst provides the
inside story on the debate
over global warming, providing a cautionary tale of how
politics and science can become fatally intertwined.
Linda Tropp, When Groups
Meet: The Dynamics of Intergroup Contact (Psychology Press). Tropp, an associate professor in the UMass
Amherst Department of
Psychology, has coauthored
a book examining the ways
in which contact between
groups can be effective in reducing prejudice.
Peggy and Murray Schwartz,
The Dance Claimed Me: A Biography of Pearl Primus (Yale
University Press). Peggy
Schwartz, retired professor
of dance at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst, and
Murray Schwartz, former
dean of the UMass Amherst
School of Humanities and
Fine Arts, were friends and
colleagues of Pearl Primus,
former Five College professor of black studies, anthropology, and dance. They offer
an intimate perspective on
her life and explore her influences on American culture,
dance, and education.

Bookmarks includes a selected list of titles of general interest by alumni and faculty authors.
To have your book considered, contact umassmag@admin.umass.edu.
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MARCALI, HUNGARY

Stalin’s Salami Politics

John Solem

Postcode 8700

By Julius Gyula Fábos
Professor Emeritus Julius Gyula Fábos escaped persecution and
imprisonment in Stalinist Hungary to build a new life in America, eventually becoming a professor of landscape architecture
at UMass Amherst. Fábos was 17 years old in 1949 when Stalin
moved to take over prosperous family
farms, as part of what Fábos calls his
“clever salami politics,” the slice-byslice nationalization of Hungary. Fábos
taught at UMass Amherst from 1964 to
1997 and won many major landscape
architecture awards. This story is adapted from his memoir, Son of a Kulák
(iUniverse, 2011).

T

HE MORNING STARTED with sunshine. Sunshine in
October was most welcome for people with a vineyard—
it meant a great day for the grapes to ripen. The mood soon
turned dark, however, when unexpected visitors showed up at
our farm. Uniformed policemen accompanied by secret service agents in plain clothes—about 10 men in all—arrived to
search for items the government had declared illegal: guns, foreign currencies, gold, and other valuable jewelry.
What made this visit so terrifying is that we did in fact have
contraband. Farmers are experienced at anticipating hard
times. My father had sold some livestock and machinery and
bought gold and foreign currency, including American dollars
and German marks, which were secreted away on the farm. But
our foremost concern was the hunting guns. A year or two earlier, local officials had confiscated my father’s and his friends’
hunting licenses. They then called for roundups of all firearms.
Like many other farmers, my father hid his good hunting guns
and bought cheap, outmoded weapons to surrender instead.
Venison was an important source of meat in the community,
and he took the extraordinary risk of continuing to hunt, without a license or legal weapon.
We knew we were in great danger. The searchers set about
poking through every nook and cranny of every farm building,
attic, barn, and the straw and hayricks of our homestead, plus
all of the machinery. I was assigned to follow a policeman and
a secret agent. I walked with them as they combed the buildings that housed the chickens and pigs. Between the tiled roof
and the ceiling of the chicken coops was a space to keep the
buildings insulated. My father thought this was an ideal spot
to hide the guns, while maintaining easy access for him and his
hunting friends.
As I walked with the two searchers around the chicken
coops, I tried to disguise my fear and to appear as calm as
possible. I knew my father’s life was on the line. The policemen lifted the shingles of the coops in a couple of places—
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Fábos still has the suitcase he bought for his 1956 immigration
to America with money earned from shoveling coal.

so near to where the guns were hidden that my blood froze.
What were the results of the daylong search of our farm?
The 10 men found only the few remains left by the Russian
army during the winter of 1944–45 while they were pursuing
the Germans. It amounted to a small pile of junk, such as tank
wheels we had used on our farm equipment. I was told to load
the so-called evidence in a horse cart. My father was handcuffed and ordered to walk in front of two policemen who wore
their guns prominently. I followed behind, driving the cart.
When we reached the police station, guards took my father
away for interrogation. I drove my empty cart back to our farm,
where I tried to comfort my sobbing mother. All the while, as I
assured her that my father would be home soon, I was thinking
about how to hide his guns. During the night, I took a shovel
and went to the orchard in the moonlight. I found a safe spot
where neighbors couldn’t see me digging. I dug a deep hole,
placed all the guns in the hole, and covered them with dirt. I left
them to rust, hoping they would never be discovered. As of this
writing, no one has yet found the guns.
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NASA astronaut Cady Coleman ’91PhD gave the 2011
commencement address via videotape from the International
Space Station. Coleman flew a UMass pennant while orbiting 200 miles
above Earth in the space station.

